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- . . . . -
Gra·nd Openi,,,g. To_night 
/or Ithaca Comm<1ns 
Studenf ~ongress Reconv~im~s; 
Ne~-V.Po May Be Needed 
' All Ithaca area residents are 
invited to a party on the Ithaca 
Commons Thursday, September · 
11th.at 8:00 p.m. to celebrate its 
official opening. 
The Commons was built to 
revitalize downtown as a busi-
ness and civic · center !or the 
Ithaca area, and the grand 
opening will be the first oppor-
tunity for all Ithacans to get 
together iq· enjoy the new look. 
Three _bands will_· be playing, one 
at each entrance of the· Com-. 
mons--a rock band, country 
westerµ; and a big band sound. 
In - a ceremony dedicating 
the Commons to the· people of 
Ithaca, Mayor Edward J ! Conley 
will recognize those groups in-
volved in creating the Commons -
The Commons Advisory Board, 
Common Council, --Planning -
Board andDepartment; Board of 
·:Public. Works, the Downtown 
Business Men: Area Beautifica-
tion Council, Downtown Busi-
ness Women, Ithaca Landmarks 
Preservation Commission, and 
_others. 
Student Congress began its 
first meeting of the year prompt--
ly at 8 p.m. Tuesday night and 
immediately was faced, among 
other things, with the pqssibility 
of a vacancy in the office of 
student Vice President for Busi-
ness and Finance. 
The present officer in this 
capacity, Kris LaDonna, recently 
Additional Buses Planned 
for I. C. Co~mnnity --
By Randy Diamond 
The prospect of additional 
b~s service ·for Ithaca· College· in 
· the· near fu_ture is becoming a 
distinct· possibility, according to 
weeks to determine where or not 
adding buses will tecome finan-
cially feasible from the _city's 
point of view. 
--- Price Increase Congress chairperson Bill Shayne checks his 
izotes during the yem 's opening meeting as student 
body president Rick Otis, right reax, t~s about 
the year's plans. . · : 
Assistant Superintendent of ·the r ~~esently, . Ithaca . C~llege 
Ithaca D~partment of Public subsidize~ the e1ty bus service at 
Work~,J~k Doug~erty. the raw of- $25~ per yea:, and 
Dougherty's staff is present- Do~gherty: said he. has not . _ . . 
ly studying the feasibility· ·of decided V.:h~ther be will~~ IC 1'). · •. · 
providing additional bus. sei:vice help. subs~dize._the .Ptopose<J-.new. . 
from Ithaca· College to the service, but he will recomme!1d 
downtown shoppiIJg area during that the $2500 figure be m-
the peak rush hours. Those peak creased shortly. 
·S.aJ~ty Ap-preh~el)d_~,,M_an· 
For Indecent Exp_os·ure_ 
hours· as yet have not been The additional buses could 
defined. be running by this November. 
The proposed service would First the plans must be accepted 
run twice an hour,- in addition to · by the Ithaca Board of Public 
the regular service that now Works and the Ithaca Common 
appears on campus at five minute Council. · 
to the hour. · · 
· . In .. an interview with The 
Not Enough Room Ithacan;.Dougherty said he does 
Dough_erty is apparently a- not see any plans for evening. 
ware of student rumblings that weekday ,bus .service to IC. 
there is often not enough room to ~arlier:expe_rin;ien~ ~th Cornell 
sit on the bus. if one ean get on. -~er,Qmner runs did not attract 
the bus .at all during the enough passengers. 
off-campus exodus . 
Buses...are usually "standing 
room only" dutjng the peak 
hou!"s, according to the assistant 
superintendent. Th~ .someiimes 
causes a delay in arrivals and -
depart~s •. 
The-Public Works staff ·will 
be surveying the mnount . of 
riders per bus in-. the next few 
Dougherty also stated that 
there-will be more seats available 
on the buses soop, because the 
buses will be bigger. The 33-seat . 
vehicle now used for the Ithaca 
College · line wiU- be replaced 
within .the next year or so by a 
l15-seat bus. 
By Paul Stem 
Safety and Security Division 
of Ithaca College apprehended an 
Endicott man Monday after he 
had allegedly "indecently expo-
sured himself' to two Ithaca 
College co-eds. -
Safety. was working in ~oop-
eratfon with the Ithaca Police 
Department on the case. 
According to _Ithaca Police, 
Van Michael Rummel,-22 wear-
ing only~ a coat but no pants, 
picked up a hitchhiker at th~ 
corner of Buffalo and Aurora 
Streets Moriday, morning. 
Two Ithaca College girls had 
complained "'to Safety Monday 
that they, too, had been offered 
rides while hitchhiking by a man. 
wearing no pants. One of those 
instances allegedly took place on 
the Garden Apartment road. 
Within two hours after the 
. first complaint to Safety the man 
was apprehended.and charged 
with public lewdness. 
As the second call to Safety 
came in, one of their officers 
drove into the general area of 
these three separate reported 
incidents. All three girls had 
previously given descriptions of 
both the man and his car. 
The Safety officer· said he 
saw a car and driver matching 
the given_ description. Almost 
immediately. he said, the car 
stopped to let in a girl who was 
hitchhiking. The ·girl then 
jumped back from the car 
"looking like something was 
different" reported the Safety 
member. 
The officer followed the car 
down Hudson Street and when 
he turned into a driveway Safety 
immediately arrested him and 
charged him with ·public 
lewdness. 
Rummel was freed on $50 
bail and was to have appeared in 
City Court yesterday. When he 
failed to appear, his case was 
continued until it'riday. 
Record St@ir(e Openns 
by Fred Rabinowitz managing the record store this 
year. 
The Ithaca College ·Record . There .will · be a · larger 
Store, located in ttie basement.of variety of records as well as a 
the West, Tower, b_egan. its . more extensive stock. Included 
second· y~a,r of operation Mon- -will be Latin records, the top ten 
day. .- ·-· : . · · .:. . .. . disco.. 45!s,-: and an· expanded 
... Th~ non-profit co-op 1s ·sell:· · classical section. . The latest 
ing re~rds listing elsewhere at releases' which were not always 
$5.98 for $3.~. a price far_below readily ~vailable J~i ye_ar, will 
the · other r,ecord 5t!1r.es 1~.t. the; · now be on the sbelves as soon as 
. Ithaca ·area. Appaten_tly ma:ny they corn«_! OU~.. . . . . . . .. . 
. people ~k advantag~_- ~r th~se . .. Tne· IC -record store is a 
·. .. . , !!a~~~gs; · opening d~Y-· sales ·ex-. subsidiary of-the Ithaca _Student 
became unsure as to whether she 
could handle both the position, 
her course-load and a paying job 
as a result of unforseen circum-
stances. The fate of this office is 
still unresolved. 
Sixteen out of Congress's 
thirty-plus members were pre-
sent at roll call, but Chairp.crson 
Bill Shayne attributed this to the 
lack of housing meetings to elect 
representatives. "It's too 
early ... they weren't properly 
notified," he commented, adding 
that he expects a good turnout of 
enthuesed representatives for 
the remainder of the year. 
Optimism Prevalent 
Optimism was prevalent, as 
. senior class president Sharon 
Haas· stated, "If this group will 
be composed of people who will 
do something, we can be effec-
tive."·· Many concurred, and it 
appeared_ ~s though Congress 
will really settle down to busi-
ness this year. 
They settled down to busi-
ness Tuesday evening, and in one 
of their first actions released 
$10,000 starting capital to both 
· Student Activities.: Board and 
The· Cayugan (yearbook). Bud-
gets for all other clubs and . 
organizations are to be worked 
on, submitted and approved 
within the next month, but these 
two organizations have already 
started producing and planning 
and requested an advance on 
their allowance. 
Calendar Change 
Congress also made a re-
commendation to the Community 
Council that studies be made into 
the alternative school calendars 
that could be made available. and 
all their ramifications on specific 
I.C. rieeds. This was suggested 
due to the increasing number of 
complaints about the conflicts in 
our vacations · with employers, 
Cornell, Parent's Weekend, foot-
ball games and other activities. 
Terrace 3-A representative 
Ellen Halpern expressed a desire 
to have the alumni return to I.C. 
during a period of time which 
could he set aside specifically for 
them, including school spirit-
raising activities. There was 
agreement to this, as ait.1mni 
relations i!j heroming a more 
popular topic, and Congress will 
entertain sug~estions alon~ 
these ideas during the year. 
Women'-s Crew 
Women's Crew asked Con-
gress to officially recognize tnem 
as a sport, because as they· stand 
now, an unofficial college activi-
ty, they cannot even Q.ht_ain a key 
to their boathouse. 
There was some mild con-
troversy on this poil')t as Vice 
President for Student and Cam-
pus Affairs Gus Periales stated 
that the Recreatjon Department 
· first had to reeo~crcw -for 
insurance. reasons. · · 
. . . . . , · ~- ·, :· . / . '· ·, ~~~-~;SOO • , . . . .. . Services CorporatiQn. It is.based 
.... , , . .,__ ... :-.:-· ·-... , ·: ;·.-_,. ·."--~-, •. ,_ ·-·, ,_. • • ._,, ,. c · · .. ·_. . : .· T)J1s year. ·-were striving for on similar·c~p's now being run w · , · ti 
-···~ · ·• .:· ,. ,·: ! ·••hSi'.::.:.··,"".'·;"m'-:hn-····· ·. ·· '$10()000··· sa)e·,,.. "d · ··· ·,·. ··· ·· · omenscrewISpresen y 
·'.°· -~./:.:~C-. .fu~_;-J~s'.,~~nuwii.=:·wat~"~Ji-!f:: ·' . -,~ ... ·:ove_r. • •. ·· m 8~ s~ ·.-.at. Syracuse. University· and the · trying to obtain official status 
·· . . : : ::;;,~~~ffl::to:.itle:fa~~it::n1"',~\f!~~,!d~t.(a1:1,,:~--- . .- - M~~ K~ns;_.who, along with_- State-University of;New York at from the· Ret"featiIDr·.-,.. .. 
· '· . ·. ·;. :'oU•fr:ti'ii!fj_'.-~4~~:'~:"~k'e:· ~· :t~hfflll!· ~'tan-··, ·-:-~ . ·- Dennis. -~11$Ughs, Cathy.· -Elm- · - · 1 
--.·~.\t<:?~~~'.~1:~:~~;#fJ~,flife ... "::::.;.'!:;; •.• ·:: .. bal~.~ .. -·~d_i S~9tt. M~~•-':·~~ · , · : t" (cmd~~d ·on:rpage ·$) Departm~nh , , .. ·, 1 ,, ; .• :, • , ·, r _., _I t ~ 
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. Crisis Center; 
$nack Bar passes will be issued by the Office of 
Special Events, Job 2, to those students on the 
board plan who have an academic conflict in courses 
that are taken on campus. They will be issued only 
to those students who have a course conflict during __ 
the regularly scheduled dining hall hours. Please 
bring a copy of your schedule at the time of the 
request. 
Help Is·/ust 3 N~m bers ;t·way .. 
Box Lunches 
Box lunches are available for students on the 
board plan who are student teachers or for those 
who have,classes on other campuses and cannot 
return for meals during the regularly scheduled 
hours. Please bring a copy of your schedule to the 
Special Events Office when ord~ng a ~x lunch. 
by Diane Spiotta 
~ha.ca college students help-
ing each other at the Crisi8' 
Center - that's what it's all about. 
' Dialing those 8 numbers on a 
centrex phone - 158 - will get you 
.in touch with peers who are. 
there to help you by lending a 
shoulder and lending an ear. • 
The Center is located in the 
lobby of Rowland Hall, Dorm 3. 
Anyone can walk-in between the 
hours of 6 pm and 8 am, Monday 
through Friday, or any time on 
The Crisis_ Center was start:: 
ed five years ago as a totally 
anonymous and confidential stu-
dent based counselling service. 
Dr. Rand, the School's clinical 
psychologist and a psychology 
professor, and Mr. Ted Perry, 
also a psychology professor, are 
the sponsors. The volunteers are 
Ithaca College students who 
have gone through an intense 
training session which never 
really ends, but continues in the 
form of weekly meetings 
throughout the year so that they 
can best serve y~-especially 
when things ani getting heavy 
and you need to crash or talk 
about anything at all. There's 
nothing that they aren't con-
cerned about: family proble~s. 
sex, drugs, anywhere there's 
stress •• .It's so easy for it to build 
up. They11 help you get rid of it . 
The drisis Center is staffed 
by people who care. That's why 
they're there 24 hours a day on 
weekends and-from 6 pm to 8 am 
Monday through Friday. 
Help is just 3 numbers away 
with x158. --
Weekend Meal Tickets 
weekends. U one calls xl58 on an 
"off-hour", there's a friendly tape 
with instructions to call the 
Health Center and ask to be 
referred to a volunteer. There is 
always someone on call, whether 
the Crisis Center is open or not, 
Sta/ f Council Meets 
Weekend meal tickets are available for guests 
of Ithaca College students at a cost of $6 plus tax. 
Tickets include four consecutive meals and can go 
into effect beginning with dinner on Friday, 
breakfast on Saturday or lunch on Saturday. 
Food Notes 
Special food services such as picnics, parties, 
served dining hall meals and birthday cakes are 
available from SAGA. A 48 hour notice is required 
for special food orders. Arrangements for special 
food services should be made through the office of 
Special Events by calling Ext. 3313. 
so do. not worry about calling 
during office hours. 
This is a completely anony-
mous and confidential service for 
Ithaca College students. No 
attempt to locate the caller or 
find out who it ~ will ever be 
made. This is equally true for 
walk-ins. If a volunteer you 
By Toni Somma 
The duties and responsibili-
ties as well as the power of the 
Staff Council came into question 
as they reconvened yesterday. 
Apparently, few of the 
members understood ihe organi-
zation's operational procedures. 
Questions arose as to what types 
of problems they were to concern 
them13elves with and who the 
know answers the phone, simpty recipients of their suggestions 
ask to speak with someone else. were. 
Part of the meeting_, there-
fore; attempted to define and· 
explain them, ',;· process _ which 
required a re-reading of their 
guidelines. 
· The reuiaindel'- of the meet-
ing consisted of the unanimous · 
re-election of chairman Doug 
Waite, Special Events Coordina-
tor for Physical Plant, and a 
decision to delay the election of 
the other officers. 
... Record Store Fo.rd Hall Classroom Renovation. Ends This Week 
continued from page one 
The renovation of a Walter anees attract smaller audiences which will hold approximately held a great affection for the 
Ford Hall classroom on the Ford Hall is too large to provide one hundred fifty people, was College." 
Ithaca College campus to house a the appropriate aceoustical and designed by Zausmer-Frisch As- After Nabenhauer's death, 
Buffalo. theatre suitable for chamber visual intimacy that are required sodates of Syracuse. College officials decided to name 
Kamins is confident the music recitals, nears completion for true chamber music," he said. Before his death in May of the hall for both .Mr. and Mrs. 
record store will·be very·success-- this-week and will·be named the "In -addition, a second hall-will ·this-year, Mr. Nabenhauer--dona-- Nabenhauer;accofdmg_to __ 
ful because of its staff. ''The Nabenhaur Recital Hall in mem- allow us to schedule two pro- ted money to the College for the Charles G. McCord: vi~ presi-
people working this year have ory of its donor, Mr. Fred P. grams simultaneously, grant construction of a recital hall to be dent for College Relations and 
tremendous knowledge of· the Nabenhauer of Philadelphia, performers more rehearsal time built as a memorial to bis wife, Resource Development. 
record industry," he commented. Pennsylvania. and free the Ford Hall organ· for the late Urma Terry Nabenhau- Ellis Phillips, expressing 
The IC record store will be David Berman, assistant lessons and practice. er, '21. In a letter to former gratitv.qe· (or the -·Nab~auer 
open daily from 12 pm-6 pm dean of the School of Music, said In renovating the .classroom, . president.of Ithaca College, Ellis donation, said,. "their thoughtful 
Monday thru Wednesday, - . that the Coll~ge.f~realized the the College has installed a small, L. Phillips Jr. written last:April, action in ·making this much 
Thursday 12 pm : 12 am and need for a ~~~~~.rJ~!M in low stage, carpeting and decor Nabenhauer ~ed t~at t~e hall needed ~ty ~Sl"ble has 
Friday thru Sal_UN!l-f.J2 pm - 6 1964. -:·;:·~:::"- 0 ~(·.-~--r~r,;-~;-~:._::;-_·.:::· conducive to chamber music, be named for bis wife because, sparked tbe erith11S18Sm ·of our 
pm. ' -' "Sin,~~r:YfAutperf9~~; accordi_n~ ~ Berman .. ~e .~all. WI'.!)~ ~~~aµe~,. "sh~ ~ways - entire music-school. This hall 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~" will enhance the efficiency of our 
. ' ': . -., .. -
'\.', Ithacan inquin~, By Cindy Schwartz Photos by Ginger Flook The Question: 'What do you find to be the hardest adjustment to·· 
make at the beginning of the school year here at Ithaca College?' 
Doug Wilson-Freshman-Undeci 
ded: 'The dorm situation be-
i.-aust• I.he, over-emrollment left.-
me unassigned when I got here. 
4'h;,• ovt!r-enrollment is making it 
· hard situation for a lot of 
propll'.' 
Bob Hebert-Senior-English·: Steve Davia-Freshman-Busi Nancy Touchette-Junior-Che~ 
'Ruying books seems to be the , ness: 'I found adjusting to school try: 'It's going to· school and 
hardest problem we have here very easy because the people getting into a fixed schedule with 
because of the lines. Also, I were all very nice, and the. --having-to--study .• -.and---getting-
t.hink that the school should have people in my dorm were very used to the_ meal plan.' 
lockers for off-campus students. friendly. I met a lot of people 
That's not an adjustment, but from other dorms and we got 
just something they should have. along well, and we felt like we 
Rick Forcl~Freshman-Drama: 
I got one in the library but not were good friends becuase we 
all seniors can get one since they had a lot in common. I met. 
first-come, first:serve people that I really like and like 
the people . that I'm with.' 
. 'It's a question of being away 
from my girlfriend. Getting into 
the da:ama situation here will be · ~ 
an adjustment too-I really. A..:.. ·.S_h- · . ·:So·· h .. '. u d 
haven't had that much experi ~y .~~ P omo,e~ .11 e 
ence in professional acting ,so aded:. S~ttb~g- down to_ work 
this is ali very new and very ;and_ no~ P:irtY._m~ all tn~ tame ru: 
n1ow , · you did ,during the sJUDmer. s range, -. . - - , 
., ... , .... _,,..,;.-
. \ 
operation and the quality of the 
education we provide." 
Poetry ·Prizt 
Offered. 
A $1500 grand prize will be 
awarded in the current Poetry 
Competition sponsored by the 
World of Poetry, a monthly 
newsletter for poets. 
Poems of all styles and on 
an)' subject are eligible to 
compete for the grarid prize or 
for 49 other cash or merchandise 
awards. Second place is $500. 
According to contest direct-
or, Joseph Mellon, "We are 
encouraging poetic talent of 
every kind, ·and expect our 
contest to produce exciting dis-
coveries." 
Rules and--- official---entzy.- , 
forms are.available by writiligto: 
World of Poetry, 801 Portola 
Dr., Dept. 211, San ·Francisco 
CA 94127. 
Contest closes November 
30, 1975. 
f ;, 
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.. Kiiowltiin Satisfied·· With'J ob 
After 2 months as -~mbuds·· ~de pro~lem, for i~stance~ I 
man at Northern Illinois Univer- ' wil~ go fll'st to the teaching 
sity, David Knowlton really feels assistant and _the)) t? the p~ofes-
at home·with the job. sor ~nd o~ly then. if there~. no 
''I love every minute of it," sol_ution 'Ndl I takt: it further, he 
he said~. ,"It's a direct-aid type of pom~~d o~t. . .. · 
position where I feel J!m really Taking .this position 'Nas 
·doing a service for the university the ~est career move fve made 
James Markowitz will-be the 
Campus Judicial Administrator 
this year, rep/,acing William 
Bergmark, who is on sabbatical. community." yet, he concluded. 
Knowlton assumed the om-
budsman p9sition in July, coming 
from Ithaca College, where . he 
was director of student activities 
and deputy judicial administra-
tor. · 
Knowlton says . there are 
three types of ombudsmen: an 
innovator, an advocate, and a 
griev~1_1ce person. "I perform in 
the last category. I try to solve 
problems rather tha,n create new 
programs,'' he said. 
The· 28-year-old administra-
tor said he receives most of his 
work from students who have 
questions or complaints in three 
major areas: academics, finan-
cial and landlord-tenant rela-
tions. "In the vast majority of 
cases, we are successful," Know-
lton. continued. - . '• 
·"The persons I have io deal 
with to resolve some of. these 
issues are··very cooperative-;to 
the extent that I was surprised," 
he said. · "One of the keys to 
working in this office is to siart 
at the very beginning: On a 
Welc;ome back to Campus. Hope you had a good 
summer"'and yQJL.are ready for a successful school 
year. 
1. Last day for adding a course is tomorrow, 
Friday, September 12. Your add cards, properly 
signed, must be in the Registrar's Office by 5:00 
p.m. 
2. Last day for turning in your pass/NFT requests -
. is Friday, September ~9. If you need the 
Pass/l'fF'.'f 'form s~p .in the Registi:ar's Office and 
pick one up. 'Turn in the completed form to the 
Registrar's Office. 
3. All students that took courses at another 
College .this past summer should check tC? m~ke 
sure we have received a copy of your transcript 
from that school. Stop by th~ Registrar's Office 
and ask to see Nancy, sh~ will be glad to check on it 
for you. 
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What's-Goi-ng· On Hert? 
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT 
WILDERNESS HIKING IN THE ADIROND_ACKS is the title of 
the Sier!"a Club's presentation ·on September 18. Michael Showden 
will discuss back-packing in the High Peaks- region, using slides to 
focus in on the beauties and problems of maintaining a wilderness 
recreation area. Mr. Showden is Chairman of the Finger Lakes 
Group of the Sierra Coub, ~nd a graduate student in the NaLUral 
Resources Dep_artment at Cornell. 
The meeting is on Thursday, September 18, at 8 PM in room 101 
Bradfield Hall on the Cornell campus. Everyone is welcome, and 
refreshments will be served. 
Monday night 8 pm at Crossroads: Women's Film Seri~s 
'Joyce at 34' by Joyce Chopra and Claudia Weill - personal 
account of the joys and compromises of motherhood. 
, 'Nana, Mom, and Me' by Amalie R. Rothschild-the filmakrr's 
search for the origins of her identity through a sensitive appraisal of 
her values, in contrast to those of her mother and grandmother. 
admission free, all invited 
Friends of the T~mpkins County Public Library is holding a 
benefit used book sale October 16 through October ;25, and are 1.uw 
looking for donations of all kinds of books, sheet music, phonograph 
records, scientific journals, National Geographic and Life magazines. 
Donations will be accepted Monday through Friday 9:30 - 3:30 at t.he 
Old Petrillose Laundry, corner of Adams and Dey Streets, in Ithaca. 
Anyone interested in helping sort the materials should call Hazel 
Reed, at 272-6538. 
NEW PROGRAM JR. HIGH SCHOOL NEEDS: A volunteer to teach . 
Russian to 3 students anxious to learn the language, from 11:15 to 
noon on Tuesdays and/or Thursdays. 
EAST HILL SCHOOL NEEDS: Volunteer English language tutors 
to work with three Vietnamese children. Times and days can be 
arranged to suit th_e volunteers. 
GREATER ITHACA ACTIVITIES CENTER NEEDS: Volunteers; to 
work with youngsters, aged 6 to 13, and teach or assist with activities 
in crafts, sports, arts, games, or supervising free play in the gym. 
Days and times can be 3 to 5 pm on any weekday, and 2 to G on 
Wednesdays. 
4-H NEEDS: Volunteers to teach woodworking, sewing, macrame, 
electronics, cooking, on Saturday mornings from 9:30 to 11 am, 
working with in-city youngsters. While We-
,::~ereAw~y ... 
4. Seniors, expecting to-gradul;lte at the end of this 
Fall -8emester, should file for graduation at the 
Registrar's Office oy ·tomorrow,· Friday, Septem-
ber . 12. Set up an appointment with Mrs. 
Ainsworth in the Registrar's Office at once. Don't 
assume that everything is OK until she meets with 
you. 
. These are just a few of many current voluntary service opportunitie~. 
Please call the Volu_ntary Action Center, 272-9411, Mon. thru Fri. 
. '.-. 
···< •.rt~ · ~'0': 1 : l(· . :".'.:, .. ·• ~EJ.; '-
·,, --wi.ai .do. the .Jun,.19,- ·Olym-_ · 
pies, '!Veddiitg receptio~. proms; 
conventicms seminars, contin - · 
uing educa~n _courses, · yout~. 
programs and craft shows have 
in commori .with Ithaca College?· 
,·;· 
Pu:ri tan.~~-. <· :se:ts.·:the ... :,.--
Notmceh. 
But this past summer, as in 
summers before, the dorms and 
buildings that in the -cooler 
months serve as an institution of 
higher learning, became host of 
pace for Fall in 
.Warm washable .knits 
• 
an extensive list of activities. 
One of the main attractions 
in Ithaca recently was the Junior 
Olympics, held ~ugust 7 - 12. 
More than 1000 people stayed on 
campus during the event, in~lud-
ing the teenage athletes who . 
competed in the freestyle and 
greco-roman style wrestling 
competitions, both held in the 
Hill Center. . .. -: 
The .. Terrace - Dining · Hall, 
usually reserved for beer blasts, 
became the site of three wedding 
receptions, _as. well as the Ithaca 
High School senior prom. 
-Such. varied .groups as the · 
New York Reaftors and the 
Training For New Trends util-
ized the dorms·, cafeterias and 
classroom facilities for their own 
education courses.- and seminars. 
The Model Cities program, a 
group of. about ·250 uriderprivi-" 
!edged . junior . and senior high 
school -students· from · Brooklyn, 
. NY,. also ."spent. a week here to 
accelerate "their education .. and 
catch ,up_'on:seh~l w~rk. Their . 
classes .went·froni 9:00. to 5:00 ., 
pm fiv~: .~ays . per w~k; in a - .. ; 
. program·furidf:ld by· the· :federal .. _ .. ·. 
: . and'.state»>venilnefits. . . · .. 
.. ·. ' .. >: :oiher':·.aetivities;·,, .on·;'·.the 
. Full-fashioned turtleneck 
You'll want an armful of these-elegant, 
luxurious turtlenecks, full fashioned· as 
only . Puritan · knows how. High l"ibbed 
· collar~ S!'f\art saddle shoulders. 
Automatic wash and dry Ban- -L.ont!I knit 
o, DuPont. nylon.-Rust, green, white, · 
burgtmcfy, g"reen, brown, red,· navy and 
. light blue. s-xL. 
14.00 
~ublelmit cardigan 
It's sportswear's great collar_ of the y<:ar 
... big and color- ~rimmed. The zingy zip 
is pretty special, too. Doubleknit of 
luxurious 100% Orlon° acrylic. Fully 
washable. Sizes 5-XL. 
22.00 
More credit to you at Roths~hild's 
' l 
_··~·use· Rothsc!aild's C~rge Account, 
·- - 1 ' • • • .··_ • - - ; ... : • , - • 
.Maiier Charge or Banluitn~ricard 
. . .. ~iii!, we~k~,i~p~,,,-. -· -~ .. =-· ·-: = 
' . . -, . -:.. .- . ... ... ;: ' 
¥- •••• - ...... ~-
.. 
·, . ,nQ~:-aw1emic'0 ·1evel~:•h:!cli.lded a 
one :-week· prof essional'.craJis fair. ·· · , 
with' liandicridted .art· from ·.all,. . / '-·:. : "!-... ··:· • ~ • - -•• -: ,'; • ' --
.' .:over·,the·,~t)otthe:ast being:. dis·'·, 
_play-e.chnd.13C>ld. · ..... :_·./;·.: ... '·:_'.: · .. :. 
: ,:_. · On ._ a:. musical note; .-.. the _..._ · -;,_ 
Jamous : Sui.ulu, · Institute· also:·· . ~ 
·· 1 s.taye.d her.e\oJi.e week,: 8/3 :child·'.-~: _ . : .... . ..... 
' ~~~~inQ:~ero &s:yOUDg ~-tliree~_::~·- ·~ ·~t·o,, ... c.nmins~ ·. --~;. ·!;\·· -· .. 
.. and-:fow,·:y~ars:;old. werit··taught·,.;-·: 1'. :·. ···~.· ·:.· ·· ···.· ,':''•:· ..... ,,_.., ·'·. +. ·: - .. - p ' ~ • • ',, .. :: .. •. . . . ··:. .... ·, 
. h~,v)op~y.:st.rmg~~~ents_;· · .-... _~;._ .. 
: '~~:.1:~:--~:~:~_~\:~~·:.·_':;,~~~~.~~:·: t'- ... :~:_,~·~ ... .- ->.'-, {'·: ~, ··-~ ·---~~ ·1· : ; . : :,-'. ;.~_-··.\\;~.::_:~,-.·~'.{,,,·'. ' ' :·- . :- .. 
. ;., '• 
,, ...... 
. . ~: 
_., .-'. 
. ;,· .. , .- . 
,':, .. · .. -- ... 
. e,·.,,. 
.. 
-. . , -- -
100% DuPont 
Fibers -
• . .; 
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Parking Fees: 
An Alternative 
Registering one's car at Ithaca College costs 
$30.00 per year, regardless of whether one lives in 
the Quads, Gardens, Terraces, Towers, Valentine 
or off-campus. What does one get for this $30.00 
fee? Many times, it seems like nothing. 
Chairman of the Traffic Policy committee Fred 
Pritt has stated that the $30.00 fee guarantees only 
that one will have a space on campus in which to 
park his or hn car. · 
It does not guarantee where, only that there 
will be space to park your car. 
This seems to be quite unfair. While resident 
students can choose from eight lots to park in 
during the day (most faculty, staff and administra-
tion restrictions are lifted after 5:00 p.m.), 
off-campus students only have five lots in which to 
park and freshmen have the notorius 'S' lot (still in 
deplorable condition). Yet everyone has to pay the 
$30.00. Everyone, that is, except. faculty, 
administrators and staff. 
What we would like to suggest is a graduated 
. car registration fee. Since freshmen are handed 
the inconvenience of only one parking Jot, they 
should pay the smallest registration fee, off-camp-
us the next larger fee and resldents coujld 
conceivably remain at $30.00 .. 
Some protests irr the past have been against 
this system, charging that people would become 
'professional freshmen' and somehow fix the 
records to show that they remained a freshman all 
through college. This is both a bit paranoiac and 
ridiculous. What upperclassman would try to pass 
himself off as a freshman to pay less for parking (in 
Slot) and thus have to walk clear across campus to 
the Terraces (where the maiority of upperclassmen 
live) on a cold, wintry night? To_ themL.th~ S®_,__Q.Q 
would be worth paying, for the privilege of parking 
in the Terrace lot. 
Another suggestion was numbered parking 
spaces, assigned to individual students and where 
only the assignee could park, no one else. This 
system was also denounced by people who felt IC 
students would "wheel and deal" their way into 
obtaining choice parking positions. 
There is sound logic behind this, because many 
IC students would use their influence, position and 
friends to obtain choice parking spaces. 
What is perhaps also a more viable solution is 
the idea of "registration rebates". Those students 
who accrue no tickets or violations during the year 
would be rebated the $30 registration fee. This 
would serve as a definite incentive to stay with:n 
the rules and regulations set forth in the traffic 
handbook. This should be tried as an experiment 
for one year, to discover its economic impact. 
There is, of course, no way to stop people 
presently using their influence, friends and , 
positions to get out . of paying tickets, but th~ 
remainder of the student body .should be 
appropriately charged for the areas they use. 
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Uni·onizat.ion .... Part II 
By Paul Stern 
The Ithaca College faculty failed to vote in a 
union last May however they did start other 
'discriminated against' groups on campus thinking 
about unionizing themselves. 
I got a surprise visit the other day from the 
leader of one such group, Big Mahogany of-CUFER 
- Chairs United For Equal Rights. He e,c;plained to 
me the unfair treatment that the College classroom 
chairs "'are getting. His solution: collective 
bargaining. 
· 'After all', said Big Mahogany, 'the professors 
pointed out that unionization could have some 
far-reaching benefits. However in light of their 
failure to adopt collective bargaining we are 
approaching the matter a bit differently.' 
'How's that?',··1 daringly asked. 
'We have adopted a set of"four demands that 
we will stick by. These are the things we are 
seeking unionization to obtain'. As he reaj!hed into 
his pocket looking for his list of demands, he added, 
'You could say we're laying it all on the table.' 
'That wasn't funny.' . 
'Here it is', said the CUFER leader as he read 
from an engraved piece of tree bark. 'First of all 
we demand that the College hire more good 
Professors.,:_ 
'A reason~ble request, but w.hy should good 
professors be of any interest to you.' 
'When there are poor teachers giving the -
students boring lectures, the only outlet is to start 
scri~bling on_ the chair tops. Better professors wil,I 
help ease this problem ... before it reaches a crisis 
level.' -
'Crisis?', I asked slowly, however not loud 
enough for. him to hear. me. He.continued: 
'.Yet even good lecturers might not eliminate 
the scribbling problem completely. We recently 
engaged the services of an independent testing 
agency who reported to us after months of study 
that the concentration span of the average Ithace 
College student is approximately 14 minutes, 38 
seconds; therefore we are demanding that classes 
be held for no more than fifteen minutes. This will 
allow the student 22 seconds to gather his books 
and put on his jacket before the class imds. . 
[continued on page ten) 
On Library Thievery 
To The Editor: 
The article entitled "Costiy 
Anti-Theft System to Save Time, 
Money and Books" in your 
September 4 issue truly fascina-
ted me. I found it most exciting 
that we are not entering a 1984 
period of time; yet the device will 
work "If a student tries to leave 
the library." Won't it work if 
anyone else tries to leave the 
library without checking out 
his/her books?··· -
I personally find the--quoted 
statement quite upsetting. Per-
sons from all areas of the College 
campus either by accident or by 
plan may not check out a book 
but to insinuate that it-is only the 
student is a regrettable state-
ment. 
Sincerely 
Constantine Perialas 
VP For Student Affairs 
Editor's Note: Yes, it is true 
that the new system is not 
programmed solely for students. 
Faculty, staff, adbdnistrators, 
anyone walking out of the library 
without checkirig out their books 
will activate the alarm and be 
prevented from leaving, We 
regret the implications caused by 
this statement. 
~It is gratifying to know, 
however, that 'by. your · own· 
statement, the yearly $5,000 -
"So,OOOToss aue fQ ·tneffs al the -
library is not caused only by the 
students: 
( Your space ....... 
. ) 
This -space will. be reserved each week for 
'Your Space' ... a chance.for yO'U to say someths"ng 
any way you would like to say it. Almost. No 
obscenities, please, and the article must be of 
interest to the general, Coll.eg_e community. Essays 
By Mark Engstrom 
Special To The Ithacan 
are limited to no more that two twed., 
doub/.e-spaced pages, and must be submitte<,l by 4 
pm Tuesday preceding Thurs~y publication.. This 
space will,be 11Ulde availab/.e as often· as there are 
comments'. 
developing· ourselves -to--the-point where....w.e can 
function and think in a manner that we judge best 
for society as opposed to existing in a manner that 
society dictates to us, and reward.s'us for. 
Four years, approximately $20,090, endless Throughout our lives we have been condi 
trays of starchy food; tllis is how some people come tioned to believe that the purpose of education is to 
to regard a college education. If this is the case, is ·create an establishd place for ourselves in society 
it worth the time and trouble we put ourselves and where we and our families can live and earn a 
parents through just to be ab!e to show a degree to living. T~is is a self1Sh outlook in that we are only 
a possihle employer'? - · concerneo with our own existence and are allowing 
Many of the smaller private schools around the society to pick and choose our living standards for 
<·ountry are either being forced to close do\\'.n or to us. Traditionally, an educated person would 
cut back their academic programs. This can mainly assume a position in the. professional world, and 
ht> attributed to a decline in the rate of high school move into a middle class neighborhood composed of 
1-,rraduates entering college. Apparently the ti~e of people who were in basically the same sort of 
students flocking to the nation's campuses because situation. Recently, however, an abundance of 
it is 'the accepted thing to do', oi: to avoid military bachelor degrees in the job market and a souring 
st>rvice in some remote corner of the earth has" economy have not brought this expected living 
r<'acht>d its enti. Many strdents are now facing the standard to college graduates.. Thus,· people are 
n•ality that the inflated cost of higher education not turning to a college education as much as they 
doesn't necessarily guarantee them a prestigious used to. Many high school graduates just can not 
·and high paying job. More often than not, vari9us afford to ,invest so much money into a college 
t raot>smt'i\ such as plumbers and electricians earn a education at a time wben--there-i9--fli)-guar-ante&-
greater annual income than the average white-col- they will get a half way decent job upon 
lar worker who has .four years of college to his graduation. · 
m•dit. As a result of this students who might have , It might help_to_.eXlllifill onitLR~~~~~e 4!. 
at tended college in years past are DO\\'.· attending college if we no longer take college ~r granted. but 
I radt> schools. · come to regard it as a privilege in troubled times. 
What is to be gained from a college education If college is a privilege, this places a certain amount 
I ht•n? Students who aspire careers in law and of responsibility -~n · each and every student. To 
nwdicine must use college as a stepping stone to -abuse this privilege would be to waste $20,000 that 
tht>ir goals, hut evt>n th~n they aren't guai·anteed a many other people could put to much better use. 
plm·t· in the highly competitive medical and law The responsibility lies in the fact that even though 
:o;<·hools, People desiring, to be teachers must ·we aren't necessarily guaranteed a successful 
_ .. at I t>nd <'oh•gt>. t>ven though the income earned by financial future, we are spending a great deal of ou1 
th<• averagt> tt>a<'her would have to be greatly time and money foithe purpose of being educated. 
~trt>l<'hed in order to put their own children We· can no longer selfishly use our education 
through college. Perhaps college is just a good merely to ex:ist in the middle class. ·The time lias· 
pla<·e to hi<ie out from a lousy economy and a tight come that we must share our educatins with 
job market f~r four years. - society, we must transform our knowlege into. 
Tht• qut>stion of ·what is to be gained from ~ viable ideas to improve on unsatisfactory situations 
<·ollt>ge eduration is one that each student who finds that we will.come into contact with. The value of a 
hi111 or herself on a campus this fall deserves to ask. college edu~ation for ..._todays. student· is in the 
If the answer that a student expects to hear is ·satisfaction 'that ciin be attained througli contri 
limitt>d ·to -the· hope that college will secure his buting an educated mind to the effort of solving the 
The Ithacan is published weekly during the 
1·111/egt· year, excepting the weeks preceeding 
,,;chool t•11<·atim1s. Second cl.ass postage paid_ at 
Ithaca, Neu• York. Postmaster: please send form 
357.9 to: B1tsiness Manager, The Ithacan,· Dorm 6, 
ltlzaca College, Ithaca, · New York, 14850. · 
Telephone (607{ 274-3207. The Ithacan reserves 
the right t{! correct, edit, ·or·refuse to publish __ any 
m<1IPl"ial submitted for publication, 
fin:tn<'iai f~tu~!~ thi( stu.dent_ ·~e.~t~~·. ~hin¥ twice problems th.~t face us in todays world •. _ , -
- . about stavma m school. College in itself 1s not a M k E t fi ~T E'ditor oif the 
. . • -· ... ~ · · · · - · ar ngs rom, . onner news . , > ·~oad._to a J:>.etter hf~.· ,What is i.mpo~~,nt, howe'!er, Ith is currentl spending a semester at Ithaca 
·· ... 1:,; what we are,.,ibl~ to make out. of college. Perhaps C .;;:zn•London Y . . . · _ 
it'would be besfto regard college as a meamfof O ge ., • .. - :'" ·, .- · . 
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"The End Of J;he w qrld" Topic At R~L T. LeCt~;t;···u"" .··· s;!'C ,,, 
. ' 
Is the end of the earth in phere's ozone layer, when he's at 
sight? Rochester Institute of Technol-
It's a·question that's likely to ogy Oct. 13 and 14. 
be posed to Dr. F. Sherwood· -.. Dr. ~wland, a spec!alist. in 
Rowland, the chemist _who un- ·the· chellllstry of radioactive· 
covered the possible -threat -of isotopes from ~he University of 
aerosol sprays, to --th~ atmos- California at Irvine, will deliver 
the College Science's first John· tion tale, Dr. Rowland has been 
Wiley Jones Lecture at 8:30 p.m. contending that the fluorocar-
Monday, Oct. 13, in Ingle Audi- bons ·used as propellants in 
torium. The public is invited to aerosol sprays are depleting the 
his general-level talk on "Man's ozone layer that shields the earth 
Threat to Stratospheric Ozone." ·from ultraviolet radiation. The 
In what seems a science-fie- conseq{!en~es could disrupt, if 
In Rochester, New York, it's been ha.ppenir,g for years. pants, not observers. When they get to know- the 
T,he youth is a member of TOPs. Teens on Patrol. people they're sworn to protect, they learn how their 
A group of boys.-and··girls from the inner city who interests can be better served. 
work witl"i police each ·summer. to Kelp l<eep city rE:C· . Why does· Kadar provide ·financial support to ' 
reation areas safe·and orderly. TOPs?. Because helping the people of Rochester . 
TOPs .was _-qoncei_ved by Ea$tma1_1 _ K0,_iak Com- · communicate with ·one another helps build a better. 
--pany and R9chester Jobs_, Inc: in 1967. It. has brought community in which the company. can qpcrate and 
about .a .-greater understanding, and __ mutuai respect_ grow. In short, -it's good business. And we're in busi-
betweeifpolice and young people from the surround- r.ess to make a profit. But it's also good for society. 
ing_cor11mun_ity._~- -·.,: -"~::; - . '.' · · - . ,• .·. r1,e same·~ocifHY our busi-ness·aependson. 
· TOP-s don.'t .haye the.pow~r-'to_ make arrests, but If a co.mp8~Y th~t makes pictures can't help peo-
they learn abo1..i't_p'olice by--.wb_rking-with them_. w_ear~ pie ~ee mcir~ clearly, who ·can? . 
ing ·special .jackets and'T_;.shirts,-they ride in squad _ 
cars.Wal~ the beat. Monit~'rcalls·~l the station .. ,Su-·, 1•· 11-:!a·L- . , 
per.vise ·kids :-at pools .and ·playgrounds.: For which .. , , , . .-n~-fta . - ·· _ 
t~ey·r~tpaid_a·salary._'·. -~---···· -_'.';', ·. · _; - .. - -.C •. Mo;e.than·a·bus·1ness .,. 
- : Poltce·""cbrne· ·into.-the. neighborhood-as par_t1c1-- . ,_ ,.,_ ~----,-., ,: 7 . . , ..'.:,.- .. ·: . . _ a, 
- • ' ., •• ,· • '1 •• '•. • .; - '. • 
•• • • :,;~'' :• ' ·:, I • • ·- . 
:.···· 
'·. ', 
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not destroy, the biological sys-
telru{ of the earth. 
tl' it hadn't been for Dr. 
Rowland, the assumption_ that 
fluorocarbons were harmless in 
the environment because they 
are chemically inert might have 
gone unchallenged for some 
time. 
But Dr. Rowland was·· cur-
ious about what happened to the 
fluorocarbons as they ascended 
into the atmosphere. He devel- · 
oped an atmosphereic model in 
which these compounds event-
ually diffuse into the strato-
sphere--from 15 to 20 -miles 
above the surface of the earth--
where-ultraviolet radiation beaks 
them down. One product of that 
breakdown, chlorine atoms, in 
turn decomposes ozone mole-
cules. 
Ozone Decomposition 
·-
The decomposition of ozone, 
which protects the earth from 
solar radiation, 'can lead to 
radiation-induced skin cancer in 
massive numbers of people, 
serious biological damage such as 
genetic mutation and crop dam-
ag1:, and perhaps even changes in 
the world's weather patterns, 
scientists say. 
Since Dr. Rowland first 
published his findings in January 
1974, other scientists have sup-
ported his conclusions about t.he 
catastrophic effects of fluorocar-
bons upon ozone. 
Consumer groups have -
sought a ban on aerosol sprays, 
which have more than 300 uses in 
American households. Manu-
factu_rers oppose a ban until 
conclusive evidence is produced 
that they are harmful. Congress 
has wavered between concern 
over the threat of fluorocarbons 
·to the environment . and worry 
. 'over' the' .. 'et'fects· 'of"'r~gulatory 
legislation on the economy--and 
has yet to come up with an 
answer. Dr. Rowland argues 
that continued fluorocarbon re-
lease into the atmosphere while 
further research is conducted 
greatly increases future deple-
tion of the o:wne layer. 
Other Topics 
Other scientists at the two-
day symposium will address 
such topics as the managment 
and control of chemicals released 
into the environment; the chem-
istry of water quality in western 
New York; and how to make 
environmental cleanup practical. 
On Tuesday, a panel of 
environmentalists, including 
people from Monroe County and 
a New York State environment 
officer, will discuss environ -
mental control concerns. The 
public is invited to that session at 
9:30 a.m.- in Ingle Auditorium. 
The John Wiley Jones Lec-
tureship and Symposium is fund-
ed through a gift to RIT's 150th. 
Anniversary Campaign from -
Jones Chemicals, Inc., of Cale-
donia. The company created an 
endowment fund in honor of John 
Wiley Jones, its founder and 
chairman of the board, as a 
tribute to Jones' career in the 
chemical industry and an ac-
knowledgement of his interest in 
science education. · 
Besides the lectureship -
which will bring one or more 
eminent scientists-to RIT for two 
or t~ree days each year, t_he gift 
establishes . annual outstanding 
scholar aw~rds for a 'physics 
student and a chemistry student. 
The 1975 awards will be 
presented at a special dinner 
Monday evening before Dr. 
RowlaJ!d's talk. 
Office Staff 
7 .. -':-' 
Bihi;,,d Ever)' SucctiSfUI Union ... 
Front Row, L-R: Roger Eslinger, Adrienne 
Greene, Brook Ashby; Second Row, L-R: Missie 
Hull, Linda Urbanski, Peggy McGinnis; Back Row, 
L-R: Joanne Murphy, Jackie McGinnis, Ellynne 
Morgan 
Building Staff 
Seated, L-R: Barbara Headley, Paula Gray, Fran 
CQWan, Jill Rothman, Gayle Kl.otzer, Sandy Holtz; 
Standing, L-R: Patti Sutley, Michelle Fulves, Lisa 
Hilli, Ray Donnelly, Sharon Haas, Marcia Pearce 
Building Mgrs. 
L-R: SueHorsman, DomzaRundell, MuckiMorgan, 
Becky Wright, Cathy LaRock 
Building Staff 
Front Row, L-R: Nancy Ryan, Michelle Smith, 
Brenda Hilfra,nk., Susan Bartlett; Second Row, 
L-R: Jennifer Selliers, Robin· Zuck; Paula 
Vignero,,. Geri B1'1J(l1U ' -···-- . • - . 
Egbert Union Building H_ours Important Phone Numbers 
Monday - Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
7am-lam 
7am-2am 
8am-2apl 
8:30am~1am 
Check Cashing Hours 
. J.C. Information 
274-3201 'x-3201 
Campus_ Activities In(~rmation 
274-3120 x3120 
OCA Office Phone 
274-3149 x3149 
Office Of Campus Activities Hours Games Room Hours 
Monday · Friday 
Saturday 
8:30am-5pm 
6:30pm-9pm _ 
9am-12 noon 
Monday - Friday· 
Saturday 
Sunday 
10:30am-4pm (up to $25) . 
4pm-8pm (up to $10) 
lp~~pm (up to -~) 
lpni~pm (up to $25) Monday - Sunday 12 noon-ll:45pm 
Penny Lane Sweet Shoppe Hours 
Monday - Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Pub Hours 
7am-llpm 
8am-llpm 
8:30am-llpm 
Sunday - Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Monday · Friday 
7pm-12inidnite 
4pm-12:30am 
4pm-6pm (Happy Hour) 
4pm-lam · 
4pm-6pm (HappJ' Hour) 
7pm-Iam · 
___ Tickets 
(Home Football Games--opens at 4p~ for 
Happy Hour) 
Mondar - ~riday 10am-4pm 
ll:30-2pm (Lunch) 
*** OFFICEOF 
C·AMPU_S-
·Ac11V-IT-IES. 
. . 
c~ll u.5 ~'J-1:,·,..e !. J'f'J-31'19 
Dark Room 
Monday - Sunday 12 noon- llpm 
Outing Equipment 
Monday - Friday . JOamJipm. 
lost And Found 
Monday - Friday 9am-4pm -
Saturday 9am-12· noon. 
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~1h~}~a~iP!iS~~t~~1er~~, ~.~li,~~ ·7, 
.:; ... Stan,.dsA Good' Staff. 
·. . . ( .. ' ' . . . .· . . . 
Building Staff· 
Seated, L-R: CarolSeligson, MerylSobet· Jennifer 
Grober, Jean ··:Fl,athers, Patti Rodgers, Ellen 
Chil.ds; Second Row, L-R: Ann Larrier, Tracy 
Schiff, Chn"s Garner, Al Damone, Laun"e Mackler, 
Mike Renner 
- Pub llartelider·Staff 
L-R: Larry Glover, Peggy }.!acDonald, Nancy 
Zelman, Chuck Riter, Marta Rubenstein, Kevin 
"Dove" Dovale, Robin Greene-
The Crossroads- Committee 
Absent When Pictures Were 
Taken 
Bill Logan, Michelle Beaudry, 
Jay Sheehan, Jim Smith, Leslie 
Coulter, Pat McGriff, Peggy 
Frost, Howie lrP.s, Dave LaRoc-
ca. Chris Carlson 
is searching the c:aDlpus for llllllllllllllmlllllllilBlla ____________ llllliilmlllilil:mlllj 
people. -wishing to play at the A ~ ; A 'TA C Crossroads. -Express your ta· 
lent. whether it be, rock, jazz, . __ 
blues, folk or gonzo, Call Brook . G A_·ft D·E N · Ashby at the· Student Activities -
Office xl49 or Jim OhlJl at x542, 
ou541. Weneed-le. [lltSTAURANT] 
r:::J~ F=p~sk Chinese. American Food 
~ks (Caribou from Elton John) · 
iGrand Funk Lfve]. Sure Model• 114 W. State Street 
A95A -
________ .,, ___ _ 
• 
., 
-3Hl No ln-o SSIW l-NOO 
Pub Managers 
L-R: Ted Kurdes, Mark Sperling, Sue Rothen-
Berg, "Bear'' Grohman, Tom Gannon, Colleen 
Querns 
Pub Bartender Staff 
' L-R: Tom Merzbacher, Marl.a Cohen, Rich Murphy 
---,----
Recipe #456. 78cR 
·--THE 
TAxcoFizz: 
* 2 oz. Jose Cuerv:o Tequila . 
* Juice from one lime (or .i tbsp.) 
* 1 tsp. sugar 
* 2 dashes orange bitters 
* White of one egg 
* A glass is quite helpful, too. 
,I' 
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The Iihacan, September 11, 1975, Page 8 ·· · 
~rnuesmVaJOGJWC311J'tl Movies .in Revie.w .. Hlove and Death1>i> and Problems'.\ ... _ ·-.-, · ·.--.. ·. · ·. · ·- · ~ -- ·- ~, -:.':. _.:. _, .. .·~:-.The Devil Made Me Write This 
. ' "" by.Andy Kaye 
It's a sha·m~ that people don't know .when to 
stop. It's sad to see great artists turning out new 
works that fail, and tosee good jokes turn bad 
because they've been repeated too many times, 
with the punch lines emphasized more loudly each 
time. Unfortunately, such is the case with Woody 
Allen and his latest movie, Love and Death. 
Of course, Love and Death is 'funny' and 
'witty'. There are moments of laughter and 
cleverness. Diane Keaton's makeshift meal, ending 
with a dessert of "cooked sleet", is a riot. So is the 
"hygiene play" presented for the Russian soldiers 
before they go off on furlough. However, if one is 
an avid Alim fan, ... However, if one is an avid Allen 
fan, and is familiar with his work, one cannot help 
but feel discomfort throughout the film, a feeling of ' 
extreme disappointment at the realization that he 
should not have made this film, because the era of 
the 'Woody Allen film' is over. This is 1975, not the 
sixties anymore, when his first comedy classics 
were re)e'lSed. Things are much different now, and· 
his laLe,," film just s_eems like a futile endeavor to 
repeat the past. 
What is most uncomfortable about Love and 
Death is the lavishness of the production, the 
larger cast, budget, and glaring Technicolor, 
(which are uncharacteristic of other Allen films). 
One senses that there was a Jack of care and feeling 
in the writing, acting, and making of the film, as 
well as in the authenticity his other films held. 
Bananas and Take the Money and Run, gave the 
feeling they were 'underground'; a Woody Allen 
mo,.,ie in Technicolor would be like Charlie Chaplin 
in Technicolor. 
There are clever things and some new gags, 
hut for the most part, the material is the same as in 
his early films. It is agreed that many of the same 
points, characters, and situations arise in all of his 
other movies; but somehow, it all fits, it all makes 
sense, and they are all totally genuine. Like great 
art, even though they always remain the same, 
they still give greater enjoyment after each 
viewing. Love and Death tries to enter a closet 
that's already, filled. In his current film, Allen is 
pushing the same jokes too hard; they lack the 
subtlety and depth that was apparent in his other 
work. Exemplifying this are the scenes in which he 
[continued on page tU?elve] 
WICB 
WICB-AM 
Three unique services begin this week on 
WICB-AM61 in Ithaca. The Events Calendar, 
which·keeps students informed of daily happenings 
on the I.C. and Cornell campuses, and ·The Music 
Calendar, a rundown of artists . and groups 
appearing in the area, will be heard every ~our. 
Scott Lancey, AM program director, also has high 
hopes for Unclassified Ads, the third new-feature. 
This free-of-charge s,ervice can be 'used for 
advertising rides, giveaways, trades, and wanted 
items: essentially, anything that's not for sale can 
become an Unclassified Ad. The mailing address 
, is: Unclassified Ads, WICB-AM, South· Hill 
Broadcast Center, Ithaca College (and be sure to 
mark the envelope Intra-Campus to avoid using a 
stamp). 
"Trax", a program featuring new and 
upcoming albums, has returned to WICB-AM6L, 
Hosted by Marty Gould, the show is presented 
Mondays and Thursdays at 1 a. m. "Trax" provides 
, an excellent way of surveying the latest record 
releases before purchasing them. 
This Sunday on "Oldies, Incorporated", host 
Jay Bobbin concludes his two-part salute to "love" 
songs. This week's program will also feature the 
hits of the popular group Chicago. I.C._sttidents 
are invited to -phone in requests at x3216 or 
274-3216. "Oldies, Incorporated" is heard each 
Sunday from4 to 7 p.m. on WICB-AM61. 
ITHACA HAPPENINGS 
T?is Sunday night from 6:30 to 7:00 on 91 ICB, host 
Rich Taylor will interview Mayor. Edward_ Conley 
of Ithaca on the discussion program; ITHACA 
HAPPENINGS._·Tuelel and Mayor C.onley-will be--
talking about the various problems affecting the · 
Ithaca Co?1111unity, and how Conley, as Mayor. will 
address himself to those particular problems. Also 
t? be discussed will be the current unemployment 
figures, as well as any other financial criteria 
directly involved in Ithaca. ITHACA HAPPEN-
INGS is heard each Sunday at 6:30 on 91 ICB. 
by Jay Bobbin · 
It may be that the :!lcheduiP. of new movie 
releases is lighter this month, · or it may- be that 
exhibito~ instinctively know what.will.really bring 
the-money in. Whatever the reason, two popular 
films have returned to Ithaca; The ~otcist has 
"repossessed" the Cinema, and _Young Franken· 
stein is back for another engagement at the State. 
Until the arrival of a certain shark a few 
months ago, The Exorcist was the film-world's top 
scare .show, both in terms of content and box office 
returns. William Friedkin's movie doesn't really 
terrify one as much as it interests the viewer, 
especially upon seeing it now. The rumors of the 
terrible, grotesque sights which would meet the 
audience's eyes ran fast and furious just after the 
film first opened; today, we know all about the 
· dubbing of Mercedes McCambridge's voice, the pea 
soup emerging from Linda .Blair's mouth and the 
replica of the tormented young Regan with the 
head that revolves 360 degrees. The knowledge of 
where to look for the special effects now makes this 
movie less scary and m~re interesting, while still 
exciting viewers. 
William Peter Blatty's script is well -
-. constructed, even with the seemingly-endless 
prologue set in Iraq. The acting is top-notch, from 
Ellen Burstyn and Max Von Sydow to Jason Miller 
and· Lee J. -·Cobb. As far as Miss Blair is 
concerned--well,' 'at this point, who really cares 
about who did what in additional contributions to 
the image of the possesse<!_ Regan? The young ---
actress does very well in conveying the transfor-
mation from innocence to evil. The Exorcist is . 
great entertainment which is definitely worth 
seeing again,: if only .to bring back memories of 
what everyone was talking about in early 1974. 
While The Exorcist is straight horror, Young 
Frankenstein heads in the opposite direction; 
actually, with the wildly inventive Mel Brooks at 
the helm, how could it be serious? · However, in· 
.. comparison with- earlier Brooks- films (such-as The-
Producers and of course, Blazing Saddles), this 
parody is an unexpected letdown. It certainly has 
its funny mo~ents, but that·~ -all we're given· to 
recall-- moments, not a unified piece of constant 
hilarity. This version is· uncannily faithful, to the 
original Frankenstein m!)vies made by Universal in 
[continued on page twelve] 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
Periodically the Student 
Government will be using The 
Ithacan to reach the student of 
this .college. This issue we are 
providing the information neces-
sary for requesting fund:s from 
us: Please read the information 
carefully if you wish money. 
We need people who have 
energy and · creativity to help 
work on our ideas and pl.ans. If 
you are interested, let me know. 
This is very important, so 
p!.ease ignore the next few 
sentences. For complex reasons 
the Vice-President of Student 
Government in charge of Busi-
ness and Finance cannot full/ill 
her term this year. We are 
accepting nominations for the 
position. An election by the 
congress will be held in the near 
future. It is a task requiring 
time and work. Anyone can 
apply. Please leave names with 
me or Bill Shayne. 
If you need anything, want 
to know _how to find somethi"ng, 
want to bitch about something, 
or need help, call us. 
RickOtis · 
Student Government Officers 
Red Tape and Deadlines 
1. To request money, a club 'or 
organization must be "recog-
nized" by the Congress. This 
~ecognitionyrovides priviledges 
m t~e use of College facilities. 
There are certain requirements 
for recognition~ please see us 
about them. (This can be done 
throughout the year.) 
2. If yod were recognized· last 
year, then please simply resub-
' mit the con~it\ltion you submit-
ted last year. Make sure that the 
names, addresses and phone 
numbers of the current officers, 
especially the fmancial officer, 
are included. 
3
1
. _L ll_you were not recognized_ 
asL year or are a new group, you 
. must write and submit a consti-
tution -and submit it along with 
the officer's names. Please come 
to see .us for details and help. 
4. If you are not a club and you 
wish to request funds, please 
come to see us• and bring a 
detailed budget and sound 
reasons. 
8. Consitutions and budgets 
must be submitted by 5:00 p.m., 
Friday, September 26,. 1975, if 
.you want funds for the 75-76 
school year. · 
9. Hopefully the Budget Com-
mittee will have the Student 
Governme~t budget worked out 
in time for reccomendation to the 
~ngress at its_ next meeting. It 
will be then voted upon, and the 
allocations will be approved or 
altered. 
10 .... The.Budget Committee-will 
try to talk to everyone about 
their requests. 
11. We will be strictly adhering 
to the deadline. P~ople need 
their money to operate and we 
can't wait for others who drag 
their.big f~t. If you don't make 
the deadline we can't promise 
5. Once recognized you can: - anything" 
a) don't have to request 
money 
b) have a seat -on the 
Rick Otis President of the Student Body Congress if you wish. Please let . 
272-2684 us know.--.. ,- · I guess there must be some 
Howard Schloss V.P. Campus Affairs . ·. · , ·0 -···· ·magi~-- attraction about free 
x564 . , ~- -.-~o~~-- wit!\ the co~~titutioR· --~9-~ey •. -\v.~11. like m.~ every· 
Nancy Murray V.P. Academic Affairs .:-:~y,eryone-whow!llltsmoneymust·:·t'Jilng else -that sayif-.its free, 
x751 · . . ;-t~Pd~itf a-B~y ,.work~_ Ol!t:,, the~e ~.~'.,£e~ ~itche~;that go 
Marlene Tend.en V.P. Stf!,dent R~lations and . u g-e • Jeak down t_he·,-c;osts· · aJ~~g,-W?,tb:i;ece1vmg mc,ney from 
Communications_, · ~to· ':8tego!i~s. a11:d 'explaiit';ev- th_e'._,~udent·, Gov¢rrim~nt . 
2
79•2440 
erythmg-caretully. 13udget., ~low you williind-the 
Bill Shayne ~Cli.airperson, Student Congress · · - , - · - ; . , · long awaited and oft· requested 
J 
1i ,274-9966 xSS66 · · . . _: .:· ?:.:~_-',, ;yc:n(l#ive .. ~ny·· questiolis::.,details and instructions--for re-
,·i please ~~e,to'see me.· ",;' _-.-:, ,-·. questing·fund~." . ' - ' - ' 
::L,_, .. ":~:.,:~.--~.,~-. ..,~.,~ .. ~"'"".'~~--~~---------"'"".'--~~~~-----~----------------------.;·.;.-.. __ ..;);;_·.-~--....1:~.,~1-~.,.-.-. /, ~, 
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FANTASTIC! 
New wide product selectiof(i 
of tbe~really good stuff! 
SPECIAL INTERVIEW 
1 ..· Wanna Stereo interviews Action Advisofr 
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Action Who? 
"l..afayette't" .., II> N 1/1-.aes.... a. 
' . 
Actually our' name is Action Audio, and we operate your local Lafayette 
Radio associate stores in Ithaca, Collegetown, and Cortland. 'Ve are not 
owned by Lafayette Radio Electronics but are franchisees. This situation 
allows us more flexibility than anyone else in the hi-fi business·. 
First we have available all the incredible variety found In Lafayette's 
national catalog. a fantastic inventory of allJhose top value. unique, and value 
priced items. But more importantly, because we are self managed, we have 
complete freedom to provide you with the best goods from any source as well 
as from Lafayette's national organization. We have freedom to set our· own 
- . . 
prices, policies, and to provide facilities we need to serve you bettei".(like our 
outsta,:iding service dept). The broad base of our ·1ocal organization allows us 
to provide for our customers· needs in every detail with an· efficiency so great 
that we can offer the fantastically low prices that ~re normally associated with 
competing seurces of supply that offer no ·services and who· rtJake no 
commitment t customer satisfaction. But we not only offer "the best deals" 
on ''the best stuff'· for the hi-fi enthusiast but we offer a complete array of 
services and .satisfaction policies as ·well. They are Usted below.and through-
out-this publication which was prepared especially for you: Please read on!-
,/i 
For Y·o·u· · •·-· . ; - - . - .i·.·~· .,-,. J ,,,.1.,,· ... ~ . 
.our new prieesl -· 
Some hi-f i dealers shout about low prices and then hope no one checks 
them out and discovers how competitive they aren't. But our prices invite 
·comparison. With Anybody. And not only our our prices the lowest around, 
but they're low on the items you want to buy. all the good stuff_ That means 
you get a better value from us thao you can find elsew~ere. Vo~ ~~n·t find 
anyone beating our combin.ation of price and service and if you want us to beat 
any serious competitive offer on price or terms just let us know and we'll show 
you how serious we-are at giving you the be~ deal. In fact, our satisfaction 
policies assure you the lowest price at time of purchase (see pp. 14, 15). 
our new satisf-
aetion polieies·t 
Vou'I fmd them listed on pages 1·4 and 15. They take the hassle out ot 
buying a ~ood component sys~e'!). They give you flexibility of choice, excellent 
protection of the performance you pay for. and with . our 1 year · speake~ 
ex,;hange policy you can upgrade your equipment at no loss if your tastes 
should become more demanding. · 
our new__serviee U 
serviee.(ae!ilitiaf 
We have recently restaffed and re-equipped our service department to _ac-
commodate a greater volume of high guality audio equipment. We now h~v_e 
facilities and parts to give excellent service on all components_that we spec1f1-
0Ur"ff ew produetsf -
we have devoted a very high Jevel of effort to selecting products that_off~r 
high value and we have some really excit_ing products t~is year. B.I.C. Ameri-
can made turntables with years-ahead designs that_ give you all the ~erfor-
maoce associated with the finest manual turntables and all the convemence_s 
of fine automatics at prices typically less than either of those. There are quali-
ty electronics from Kenwood. Sony, and 'Nikko .. _ long time industry value 
leaders. and there are the superb_Advent loudspe~kers for tho~e ·who _want 
• ·good'' without paying f~r ·'loud'·. and then the(e 1s the fa~tast1c new_ line of 
, Avante loudspeakers, the first such. line purposefully d~s,gned t~ give the 
greatest cost effective performance when match~~ .with ~~ay s market 
offering of comparab_ly priced ele~tronics. ·TMse a~d m~re .exc1tmg values add 
up to give you the best audio val.ues ever! lak~. our $499 system for ex~mp!e 
(seep. 8). we know of no component system anywhere now or at any tn'n~ m .. 
the past.that can match its overall offering of featur~s and pecfor~anc~ at.Just 
$499. Vie also carry dozens o~·items more than ~e are a_ble to. ~,splay or ad· 
vertise. so if the~·s something you think we don t have. as~. We probabl_y do .. 
have·it. · · 
~ ; ' ~ . 
our reeorn,,,.,e11dation 
pro11r~_ml . 
Our recommenaatron program Is . designed to guide you to finding the 
maximum listening pleasure available for what you spend. Accordingly we at-
tach one of three levels of recommendation to each component hHI prOduct 
we sell. The level of recommendation is based ont.only on a product's abso-
lute level of.performal'!ce but-~lso on its.inherent reliability by design. its ease 
and cost of repair. and the speed and extent of backup assistance provided.by 
the manufactu~er when.repairs are necessary. ~ile you ·might not h~r a 
difference between. say, two comparably priced rec.elvers Jmly · c;me· of which . 
was recommended RSC (our highest recommendation); the·resolution of any 
·problem should failure oc·cur would be much·quicker and more ctm·venlent on ·. 
the recommended product.· All' of the· best buv.-_systems described in th,ese 
pages are selected from products whicli carry our highest recommendation 
(RSC) on eJch compone!}t .when purchased iii an entire-system. 
Since many of our recommendations are based on expected after sale 
service cost, we c~n often.offer you· price flexibility on many items should you 
feel' that you will have less need .tor after sale !,iervice-. Each. level of recom-
mendation. described below .has .correspondingly different limitations Jn your 
warranty coverage. (see pp. 14, 15). We can provide you with the combination 
of price and· service t~at suits you best'. '-- --· 
Recommended SystenrComponents·(desig~ated-RSC) indicates-our highest· 
recommendation. It. entitles you to .all the consumer satisfaction ben!:)fits Y.JB 
offer. This rating applies on all components you buy in any of our recc,mmen-
' ded systems in these pages. . _ 
Specifically Recommended Componen, ldesignated SRC) is our second 
highest recommendati_on, and normally··applles to ·all components not pur-
chased in a system (unless otherwise designated). It entitles you ,o many, but 
. not all, of the consumer satisfaciio·n · benefits wu offer. with some limitations 
necessary because. among other things. we don't know what·Qther compo-
nents you might use with the SAC CO!Jlponent_you bUY..from us .. · 
Not S{Jeciflc~lly. Recom_mended (design~ted- NSR) _is our third l_evel or· re--
commendation and in no way is it mea11t ·ro indica~Et that any product ·thµs 're-' 
commended isn't good t Such products are designated NSR because 91 uncer-
tain after sate .,ervice--costs or becau·se· niosr people interested in those -pro-' -· 
·duct~ tell us they won't need-after sale service. Action Audio's)Vari'anty on 
NSR comgonents·is the most nmited (see ·pp.14-15) but-.this doeh1ot'affect 
the ma.nufacturer·s· warranty. Most NSR components are available with ·our 
higher recommenda~ion (and additi6nal'icco'mpanyih{J services)at 'a''siighfad:: 
ditionar ch.~rg.~·.: 9,or~espondingly, \f you~wis~ to buy RS~. or SRC·-co~ponents · 
and yQu will have~ no nee~· for any serv,~e from us whatsoever_ •. ~et:.!J.S. knOJI . 
and we may-be.able to.:m~ke.a.dow.~warc;!_pr~~e· ~dJt,1.stnient. :.· .~ ::·· · - ·- · 
We are:completely certain that yo.u·.w;u be hap_pi~r.i,:t_th~.f(?ng.rµn:when you_ ~. 
buy components-with 'our·highest (RSC)-recommenetat1onJ1hd ·ever'y'":compo-·.' ·· ~- -
- nent in.oi:Jr suggested systems. is n10s rated. ·01 course;)ye'.a(e-iri bustne~_Jo: , ·1 g·ive you. What you wari.t. so we :off~r yog.·theJ>ufst.an.ding: .~lexibillty or our re-· . · -. · , .. , . 
co~~-e~.~atio_n_~rograin: · · · · · ·. · :·<.·<·.· .. :· ·: ·· ·: ·· ... ,' · ~-~ .. · . -·, \ 
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WAY OUT H-1 Fl-STORE 
/ 
CHOOSING 
i . A Lover of Music, so tense is his Plight 
Of'choosing Fine Wares to serve his Delight 
So many"the Choices and Comments Contrary 
On.Units to choose and Ways how they vary 
The Careful Inspections and Care he must take 
To sort Good from Evil, to tell Truth from Fake · 
Alas! the Reasons in-Hu_ndreds and Tens 
And the Feelings and Hunches of al) of his Friends 
Overwhelm his Ration. So with Senses Confused 
He takes his Courage and his Moneys Unused 
JN Hope that his Intentions will not be abused 
And in a Brief Moment his Fortuoes.are cast 
. With Great Hope that his New Pleasures will last 
And his Wisdom will show when Future is Past 
Now if 1hese Fine Wares you have not yet acquired 
But your State of Mind has you thus inspired' 
Rush! ·Seek us outl Do not _delay! 
To us your wants quickly relay 
For Gargantuan Effort have we spent to Prepare 
A Selection of Values beyond compare -
Our Shrunken Prices, our Department of Service 
Give you Good Reasons not to be nervous 
Your Wants and Needs in our Full Awareness 
Have led_.,) our Policies of Noteworthy Fairness 
Our Commitments we.print Here ~ithout_ Retraction 
So devot~ are WE to your Satisfaction 
Rush! Seek us out! Our name is Action . . 
:j . 
..• · ... and we really hope that you'll carefully read all, this 
Important (as linportari, : as --your_· saJls~c;t,iO".',!),' 'infor~~t.i~ 
we'vit put t_ogetl'.I~ fofyou, b~use'if y~u d_on't you·.efi.lghi do 
something' ~~mb like, .~UY e:q~ipmerrt ,trq#t -~"~ of OU~ compe-
titors or mail" order ancf then \¥e'd both be miserable! . . .. 
' I •' • • ,, • • • .,, • • 
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---- -- - -=--...:. 
OUTSIDE 
INFORMATION 
We want you to know that we don· t choose equipment by accident 1 
Here we have listed a few recent articles we think you'll find pc1rucularly 
. 9 . 
interesting if you feel the inchnat,on to choose ni-fi .equipment as ob1ecuvely 
as possible.-We hope you'll look them up and read them so you can better un-
derstand how our recommendations are based on knowledge of how to help 
you get a better hi-fi system! 
Kloss. H.: ··Loudspeaker Design .... Audio~ Vol. 55. No. 3. March :971 pp. 
30-32. 56. [deals with relatior,ships of many often looked-at 
specifications and speaker efficiency and bass respon5ti in sealed 
cabinets] 
Newman. R.J.: "A.N. Thiele-Sage of Vented Speakers··. Audio, \lol 60. 
· No. 7. August 1975. pp. 30-38. ideals with important relationship5 
among speaker design parameters and performance-frequency range 
and efficiency. Also compares sealed and vented speaker performance]. 
Allison. R.: · ·woofing It··. SOUND IDEAS, a special supp!ement to the Boston 
Phoenix, March 18. 1975. pp. 18. 34 (great article on all the different 
kinds of woofer-enclosure designs and their relative merits. l 
Allison. R.: "Speaker Placement". Stereo Review, Vol. 35. no. 2. August 
1975. pp. 52-54 [deals with how y'lur room can change your loudspeak-
er's response and what kinds of ;;peakers are most immune to ··room. 
problems· 'l 
/; 
II 
Klein. L.: "Speaker Myths". Stereo Review, Vol. 35. No. 2 .. August 1975. 
pp. 47-49. [discusses some popular myths which might very likel·1 mis-
leaq you in.to· ~uyin~ the _wrong spe_aker! l 
. . , . . i 
In case you.don't get the idea: the important choice is that of the speakers! I 
Not only in terms of sound quality._ but also efficiency w~1Ch could cost you 
money in your amp or receiver if it's tocflQw'!",But since we'd rather have you I 
in our store than the library, just read all tt1'is\1ood material: the '-'interview'' l 
the articles. the system descrip!ions. and the inspiring poetry and that should 
be enough to set you straight. Oh. and fill in the form below. too. 
/ 
r. 
;; ·;;~,i .. ·{ Jj! ,.,•:.11!1.J\t·~?j·,!-. 
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Don· t ever let anyone tell you ··You can· t enjoy a $99 stereo system··, And 
if you think $99 buys you only the type of sound you'd expect from a $99 por-
table radio or cassette player. you're in for a real surprise! We've bent way 
out of shape to give you t'1e most fabulous. deserves-no-apology sound ever 
system. Wow! 
' offered for $99 (after all. how much profit can there be in $99?) :. And then we 
went further and applied our highest RSC rating to all t~e compon_f;,nts in the 
You get a Glenburn 111 O turntable (some systems may include an alternate · 
unit of equivalent or better quality). Lafayette's fabulous little "10B'_; amplifi-_ 
er ·and two fine sounding Avante 22 two way speakers. And you can add AM 
FM stereo or an 8. track player for '$50 _each. 
• Our Pricing ~eoreeard. Explai~ed: 
Here's how m compute the true spectacular savings when you buy ~me of our suggest RSC systems. 
Each RSC system suggested herein includes a fully equipped _tumtable, stereo rec~iver (or amp), and a ·pair of speakers. Our 
pricing-scorecard shows you for each items in the system the suggested. list prices, our- regular low everyday prices-wi~-SR&-
recommendation and warranty, and the surcharge, if any, for RSC recommendation and warranty available-optionally when 
you purchase the items separately. Also shown is the additional discount in dollars and percent that you receive when·you buy 
· the entire·system.-But don't let any preoccupation with penny counting distract you from the fact that each system.component 
was selected for maximum value in the first place and then combined to deliver its level of total performance with maximum 
dollar efficiency. The resu_lt is that these systems have absolutely spectacular performance and at these redu·ced prices there 
is nothing but nothing available anywhere else that can touch them for value. Compare them with an~hi.r:ig·y61,1. c;an get.~ny- _, ; .. : 
1 
• 
where else for the same money. you'll be convinced. ~ . · . · . ,·,.··; ;. ··:· ... _ 
Here's an example scorecard showing the pricing on our top RSC system: 
~ ........ --.... -----.. -.... ----.. ---------.. --.. -.... -... -..... -.. ---.... ------------------------------- ... ----- .. --....... ----...... ----- .... ----.... ---.. --- ....... . ... ' 
item: 
Kenwood 7 400 
B.I.C980 
(w/base, cover) 
Stanton 681 EEE 
Avante 111 (2) 
l.afa.ye~te 
GLENBURN 
list: 
519.95 
226.85 
82.00· 
438.90 · 
1267.70 
disc. price (SAC) 
38s:oo 
185.00 
44.50 
302.00-
916.5°0 (27 .1% off) 
RSC Surcharge Extra system saving: -
,30.00 $ % 
65.00 7.14 
10.00 plus FREE, $40 in NA 
NC service surcharges! 
40.00 Price to you: $e51 
·-s9·- :· 1'--
... 
. ' 
For the amount of profit your typical hi-ti dealer.wants to.make on a medium and a tuner section as· good as what you'd expect in a receiver that costs as• 
price component system we can give you a complete quality component sys- much as this whole system! ~oth the Lafayette and the R9tel have -separate 
tern: $1~4 with a stereo amplifier and $189 with an eqoivalently powered b~ss and treble tone controls, mail)·remote speaker switches and- produce 
stereo receiver so you can helve AM-FM stereo as well. plenty of gratifying sound through ttie Avante's. And the Rotel boasts a·tuning· 
meter and tape monitoring.· . · . · 
First we give you an excellent Glenbui_n 2110A turntable complete with · The whole thing comes with qur highest recommendation (RSC) on all.com-. 
base. cover. and hi-performance mJgnet1c pickup (some..systems.may include ponents This system was selected to last and to satisfy. T~e price is unbeata-
an alternate unit of equivalent or better quality). The speakers are the well ble compare' _ . 
balanced Avante 22 ·s with separate woofer and tweeter in each cabinet. If you OPTION: Add $33 for .Avante · 44 ·s-.amazingly well balanc_ed high 
opt for t:1e amphfler you get Lafayeue·s arnazmg little LA-25 which "'.'e·11 eft,ciency_small acoustic suspen·sio_n systems·using 8" long-throw foam sur-
swear on 2 stack of FTC rnhn~s will P!Jt _out S watts RMS per ct1anriel round w0ofers ,ind high definition 2· · tweeters. They list at $59.,95 each. and 
50-1 OkH1 11110 8 ohms (the Avante ·s impedance) with no 1J1ore than 1 ,,,_. ou1 1101111i1 tow discount price (RSC) is $44 .50 .each. but you can buy them in 
distortion_ l TH Dl Or you can get the Ratel RX-150A with qbout the same power . tl11:, ~ystem rn place of the 22 ·s for only ar:i additiQ_nal $3~! · · · 
scorecard- -- ---~ -- ·---- -__ :_. -- · -· ---- · -· --· -- --·- -- --- --- ---- --- --- ----- -------- ----~ ----·"- ----··---···-···--·--------;-----··----------~-----· 
itme: list~ disc :.Price-( SAC) R~C surcharge .· E~tra ~ystem savings. 
Lafayette LA-25 69.95 - 69.95 · none. $ · . • 0ro · 
~{Rote1RX-150A) ::l (149.95)· (128:00)-----· (10.00l (24.85)(47 .. 90))1-3.9(202) 
Glenburn. 211 OA plus FREE. $1 0($20) 
·comolet8 74 50 59.00 10 00 . worth of service 
....... 
,. 
·/ 
r 
\ 
/ 
Avante 22 (2-;. . 59':90 49.90. . NfC . . . . .. :: · -: . . 
204.35(284.35) 178.85{2~6:~0) 1S:oo,2·n ·IC ,'. · · . · .. '· ,, ~- · ,'. · . . 
iillmlllllllll!ll!lllilirlililllllll2ll-maa1111B11B __________ lllliiillii-ilili6iii.6ii8il0ii~-----... _____ ii_-.._r .• iC•ot!'-tlil_0_··
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WAY 8UT'HI Fl STORE 
Special Feature: 
"I. Wanna Stereo Interviews Aetion AtdhuiisovH 
I. Wanna Stereo had written so many questions to the Action Advisor that 
Action Advisor finally agreed to give her an interview. I.W;'s questions are fa-
mous for not dealing with easily answered Isolated qu:stions on hl-fi, rather, 
her inquiries always involv~ often simple sounding bl.It really complex Interre-
lated topices which give her questions the "ten-in-011A" punch. Neverthe-
less, Action Advisor consented to take her on, and here is our edited 
transcript of what happened. · 
IWS: So what's t~ ~ difference between all these components, or should I 
care? 
AA: Lotsr, sometimes. and Yes! we think so. we certainly care! 
IWS:. so which ·ones are best? 
AA: It's impossible to generalize. What's the best automobile? BMW? Cor-
vette? Cadillac? Rolls Royce? Mercedes? z;car? Fer'rari? VW? Cosworth Ve-
ga? You see!? It's not such a simple question. You can get all kinds of opini-
ons. · 
IWS: So then how do I know what to buy? 
AA: You should make a reasonable attempt to state your wants and need.., 
and select components which as a system best satisfy those wants , and 
needs. Within your budget, of course. . 
IWS: Well. I don't even know where to start. All I know is that I need a good 
stereo. with·-great sound, that sounds good, and doesn't break down, and I 
should enjoy listening to it because it's good, and it shou,dn't be ridiculously 
expensive, but very good for the money, and just generally a really neat stereo 
system. You know what I mean? 
AA: No! You're hardly being·specific! Let me help you to.say what you want 
by telling you what a hi-fi system has that you might want-it's really only 
three things. · . 
IWS: You mean one-a receiver, two-a turntable, and three-a pair of speak-
ers. So what else is new? Of course I know what a hi-fi system is! 
AA: No-I mean as a system hi-fi equipment provides three benefits: ends, 
not means! 
IWS: I give up. What are they? 
AA: They are: one. features, two, sound quantity, and. three. sound quality. 
And if you say what you want in terms of these three things it's much easier to 
pick "the best" components in your price range: 
IWS: Well. if by features you mean thousands of gadgets, well, I could do 
without them. and as.far as quantity is concerned I don't need lots of loud-
ness. but I want the sound to be really good. 
AA: You can't have zero fealures, zero quantity and all quality. Let me 
show you why you need all of these. First, take features. And we mean user 
features-not performance features. There are-several you may really want.. 
like a record player that can play several records in sequence or that can shut 
off automatically at the ~nd of a record. Or how about a receiver wit~ a s~itch 
for extra speakers? Or a good looking cabinet on the receiver? These are all 
features you might be unhappy without. 
·~ .. . at about $4,00 orr so you've goa cm1lPeu8 
eaUll ·the fre,iuene3' r~p~nse ~ou'll'e going 
toget." 
IWS: So I want a speaker with a midrange. I don't thnk just a woofer and a 
lweeter can do the job. 
AA: .Don't worry about that now. that's a performance feature, and what 
you're really worried about there is the performance itself, and not how it's 
provided. User features are all the things about a stereo that makes it good 
aside from the sound itself. Those are the things you want. to identify tir~t. 
::;econd, there's sound quantity: You've got to have some, but all you need is 
enough. Too IHtle and you'll be unl}fil>_py because you won't be able to get 
yol;Jr- system pleasingly loud without overdriving your amplifier-call_ed 
"clipping"--'with the resulting gross distortion-frequently 20-80. ·Too 
much and you· II ~ave wasted extra money on. needless loudness where you 
COllld have spent it on more features, or better sound quality. Sound quantity. 
by the way. is just as depen_dent on speaker ~f!iciency as it is on amplifier 
wattage-more about that later. Third, we consider sound quality. If you· re 
· lirTJited.to a budget what you do is spen(:1 as little as is acceptable to fulfill your 
features arid quantity requirements and then invest as much as you can afford 
-IWS: Well. suppose I want just the frequently requested features. and 
enough sound quantity to fill a small to average room to normal listening le- • 
vels. How much do I have to spend to get good sound quality? ... and what if I 
want to spend a little more? • • · 
AA: Before I answer your question let me first say that sound quality is : 
very complex thing to describe. But I can say that sound quality is almo,st 
completely-about 95-described by extent and balance of freql!ency re-
sponse. Accordingly. in a small room $200 will buy you a very enjoyable 
complete system.- From there adding more dollars adds additional high fre· 
quency clarity and the deep bass is gradually extended until at about $400 or 
so you·_ve got about all the frequency response you're going to get. However, 
most people would find a happier combination with components offering 
slightly more power and a little less deep bass. At just below $500 you get ul-
timately deep bass and plentiful power. The next $100 or so should probably 
be spent on some productive refinements in the record playing device. Beyond 
that. about $200 more spent on more power and additional features will be ve-
ry tempting because you'll get a lot more (sometimes more than you need) for 
your money in this price range. At $850 you've reached the point of diminish-
ing returns where you· re going· to start having to pay dearly for noticeable in-
creases in performance. 
IWS: You mean, you get the most for your money at arour,d $850? 
AA: That's right. although you'd only need that amount of performance in a 
fairly large room, or. if you have a fondness for really ddep bass on the loud 
side. 
" ... at $850 you've reaehed the point of 
diminis~lng returns where yc,u're going 
80 start paying dearly for in~eosa In 
performanee." 
IWS: That's all very interesting. But after one sets goals for features, quan-
tity and quality of sound, how does one know which components to use to do 
the job? · 
AA: Understanding all the interrelationships in component combinations is 
pretty involved. Happily .. because of standardization of product, birtually any 
turntable, receiver. and speakers coRnected together will work. The skill in 
matching comes in producing a combination that-first-satisfies perfor-
mance requirements and-second-does so at least cost. You can find plenty 
of info on how various components perform their functions elsewh~re in this 
issue, but here is a guide to their interrelationships: Remember there are 
three criteria of hi-fi systems: ONE: user features, TWO: sound quantity, 
THREE: sound quality. And there are three types of components: ONE: source· 
components-where the ~ound $ignal comes from, like a record player. tape 
deck, tuner. or the tuner section of a receiver, TWO: amplifier component;;-
the ones with the wattage ratings, and THREE: speakers. Each component af-
fects a unique two of the three criteria. 
IWS: You mean it's like a triangle. where each side joins a unique two of 
the three corners? 
AA: You got it! 
IWS: Fascinating! which is which? 
AA: Source components affect the level of features and sound quality. Am-
plifier components affect features and sound quantity. And speakers affect 
quality anQ quantity. 
IWS: Let's see. If I picture this as a triangle I can let the criteria be the cor-
ners-the ··ends·· so to speak. and th_e components are like the·-sides. or the 
"means" to the ends. what a neat relationship! 
AA: You're not getting lost in space. ·1 hope? 
IWS: No I see it perfectly now! In fact you can look at it the other way too. 
You can say that features are determined· only by the source-like a turn-
tabl_e-and the amplifier. Quantity is determined byu only the speakers and 
the amplifier or receiver. And quality is determined only by the source and 
speakers. Right? _ 
AA· That's conceptually correct. 
IWS: But wait a minute! You mean to say that the amplifier or receiver-
the most expensive part of the system-has no effect on sound quality? 
AA: That's wtiat 1 • m saying. and a ccmparison of two good similarly priced 
amplifiers ~ill reveal no audible difference as long as both are operating below 
their power limits. tone controls set flat. . to get the ·most sound quality. If you have a flexible budget you. can purchase 
as much·souild quality as seems reasonable or if your bur:lget is unlimited de-
fi_nitely come see_ us! . 
_: (~; /:_. ;-: .· '-' ' . - . 
~'-;~~' -· .. -. .-: ', .... ;._.-_;:: : ____ :;:.:·._;..,_:;< .. -,·, -~ 
IWS. But all these advertisements proclaiming that !his receiver or that re-
Continued on Page 12 
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Here's a system with a really satisfying amou,:1t of output power and quite 
_good frequency range. It's plenty adequate for medium size rooms even if you 
like it "loua' ·. . . -
The Glenburn 211 OA again is our. changer choice. While 1faoesn't offer an 
extravagant number" of features its basic performance with its premium 
magnetic cartridge is so good that you can't buy anything that' sounds audibly 
better for less than a major additional investment. 
The Kenwood 1400 is a champion performer in as price class. In a recent 
hHi magazine side-by-side test it demonstrated- way superior performance 
over the most-nationally-advertised brand model costing $20 more. The 140.0 
cranks out an actual 10 watts rms per channel Into 8·ohms from 50 to 20kHz 
with 119 more than 1 .0% distortion. The 1400's FM performance Is simply 
"super" for the money. 
The Avante 44 ·s a(e hi-performance speakers ,n every respect except that 
item: 
Kenwood 1400 
Glenburn 211 OA · 
complete 
. Avante 44 ( 2) 
L1•l¢i•t 
C-iGLENBURN 
list: 
179.95 
disc: price (SAC) 
·166.00 
7 4.50 . 59.00 · 
119.90 -89.00 
37 4.35 314.00z) 16.12% off) 
,., 
269-
they do trade a small amount of the lowest bass for greater efficiency. Their 
overall frequency balance is excellent''with essentially. perfect midrange 
bal~nce. and superb higl') frequency -cJetinitiorHor · such m·o~estly· priced · 
speakers~ · . · 
We are. really eager for you to hear how good' this little $269 · system:Js . 
because we think you can't come close to this level-of performa~ce.anywhere 
near its price-and you get our highest level of recommendation and service 
(RSC) on all these components. . . . 
OPTION: A worthwhile option is the substitution· of·Avante 66's in place of ' 
the 44 's; The primary _benefit is enhanced clarity at louder volume although· . 
the·66's also deliver some deeper bass. Perhaps no other loudspeaker of its 
~ize and price is designed to extr~ct so much tightly defined sound from · 
modestly powered amplifiers as does t~e ·•55 · ·. At $84. 95 ea~ a pair lists for _· 
$50 more than a pair of 44 • s. But you can ··make the switch·' when you buy 
•t-iis svs~em for only an extra $30! • 
RSC surcharge Extra System savings 
12,00· $ · % 
10.00 
Nie· 
22.00 
45 14.33 
· -more o_n.t_op!. _ 
plus Free 
$22worthof 
se,rvice 
349 
to.4I4 
This little systems acts evAry bit like a big system. It can fill a large room (in tact. very higli efficiency). . . _ .. 
with plenty of clean powerful sound, has outstanding clarity, and gives you. The protected flare dome tweeter. has superior dispersion for excellent 
every essential fea_ture you need. • . imaging and a low mass. high:heat'-dissipation aluminum voice coi! for. 
Center of the system is Sony's brand new little receiver, the STR-7015, maximum transient definition and high power handling ability. The 66's give 
complete with·wainut cabinet. Its power is aplenty ( 1 ~ watts rms per channel our system performance that'll blow·the grill cloths right oft anybody else's 
minirr.um 40-20kHz into 8 ohms at no·more than .8% distortion). and its $350 rig .. The sound is ci_ean. clear. open and powerful. You must hear it! 
tunsr is downright fabulous (1.5db capture ratio. 55db selectivity). OPTIONS: Now. if you would likr. to tr_ade-some,sourid quantity for some· 
Nonetheless. it lacks none of the nice features that make line receivers so more deep bass response (a ·worthwhile trade if you listen at more sedate 
pleasureful!-speaker syvifching, ~ape monitoring, tuning meter. etc. levelsl then you should ')eriously consider repiacmg the 66's· ~ith the 
The turntable is the deluxe Glenburn 2155 {or if available in time.· the power-thirstier tmt bassier Advent/2's for-a mer_e -$40 ·extra· ($~69 system 
exc:ting new Mesa II may be substituted at no extra cost). Good functional tofall For ye~ another increase in investment oLonly ~25 you can go one-.step-
pertormance is what we get from these great little turntables. Solid reliability · further and get the still· thirstier bu: really- deep r_espondmg "Smaller 
too. ·- -·Advents" which-will-do justice to the sound tra~k fro111 : · Ea!th,quake". played 
The speakers. and the key to the system's great performance are the new- ,11' morlerate volumes of course With. the Srna-itcr _Aciven~s you ~_iv~ a~ !he., 
Avan!e 66 ·s which employ an 8' · foam surround woofer w;th a 1 lb high low•:·,t ,.o!--1<$4141 completely fu!I r~11ge ste.reo systen:i with _utter!v mspmng::-_ 
quality Alnico magnet structure in a tuned vented enclosure for deep hiiS~ ·,ouncf c;u;iftly _.111"1 the Sony has r.noqgfi f!OWCr° to provide reasonc1blf! sound-_.-
r_esponse and tight. tight. crystal clear trr1ns1ent respunse .iml IH\]h eflu:1ency l!!Vt!I•; lor u111c.,11 11·, 11:111:r~. 
item: ·list· · disc pnce ($RC) RSC surcharge 
Sony STA- 7015 220 00 199.00. . 14 00 
·Gtenbaren 2155 s A V ·E I 
· ·complete 94·50 99.00 .. l ( ). ( )' ' '·' 
~\varite 66 t 21 1.69 90 133 00 r-·r;~ 
........... 484 ·40 .1 (,: ~ i j,·.- .. ' ' 
Exfr.a.syst.em savings 
·-.,---,. ·•· ,·$· ,: _:_-·- · __ :· % · ·. · . . ,.:J.lc · ·: 
-52 _ _.. _.12.:97· .. :··''·~ ·-
:nor_,._., __ ._nritop- ., .' --:_·, ·-
1.Ji,,, I HJ·.I· 
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w·Av OUT HIFI ST RE 
Selecti-ng Ele.ctronics 
Receiver. Receiver 
You Magnificent Deceiver! 
Your Knobs, Switches, and your Smihng·Mc-t£~, 
Make me think your Sound must be Sweeter 
So lure me! secure me! show me thy Famt! 
Your Qua1ity a·ssured by much Advertised NamtY 
But fool m'e not! I know your Position · 
Your Sound reveals the Same Disposition 
· As any other. unless stronger or weaker 
When I listen to you what I hear is the Speaker! 
/ I 
Very ltkely your stereo systP.m w,11 have as ,ts most costly 
part the electronic component· ·il sterno receiver of amplifrer. 
01 course. it's only natural for you to tJelrcve that the most 
- expensive part is ..ilso tt1e most important choice of the 
system However. m today ·s market offering of a huge 
number -of receivers with many ma1or brands engaged in 
frerre competition. the1 .in: m;iny many excellent units most 
of which are not audibly different ,..ixcepr for power. Receiver 
performance is quite objectively measurable and quite well 
defined. So.,.most all the major brands build good equipment 
-As you will .discover by reading the .. interview". the 
electronics differ in features and sou rid quantity (power). But 
since·you still face making a choice here are some pointers 
and some guideline~ as to which criteria are important: 
1 . POWER: The more power the better Power rating 
methods are now government regulated so you can .make 
direct comparisons from the specs- Qt.lite accurately. While 
you will probably be. unable to hear differences in power" less 
than 50%. !3 receiver with ·the highest power pef .dollar is 
your best value (as. long as it lacks none of the features you 
require). 
2. FEATURES: "Medrum to·expensive units will have all the 
basic features but be careful in the lower price ranges where 
some units leave out features you might really need. Check 
for: loudne·ss contour. tape m~>ni\or. high filter. and 
main/remote speaker switching. M~e sure the walnut 
cabinet, if you want one. is included in the price. A good 
salesman can give you a wealth of information on features. 
· 3. VALUE PROTECTION: All electronics are expensive. If 
there is even a remote possibility that you-could lose your 
investment or be hassled by failure buy a different unit, or 
buy where you can get help with a problem. 
, .Just as importantly there are some things by which you 
· should not choose an amp or receiver since they do not 
cO'Trelate with any audible difference you will encounter in 
typical use. 
1. D1ST9RTION RATING: Specified distortion (almost 
always a fraction of a percent) is unaudibly small. If you hear 
distortion it's almost certain to be coming from the source or it 
. will be the result of running out ·of power. The problem can't 
be cured by a unit with a lower distortion rating. but only by a ., 
unit with more power. -
2. FM SENSITIVITY: This is always quoted in reference to 
ITJOnophonic performance and.it doesn't accurately correlate 
with stereo performance. _Until the recently adopted new FM 
measurement standards are quoted by all manufacturers you 
won't be able to judge the level of FM perfotmance without 
referring to a fairly complete test.report. Look for a tower 
capture ratio and high~r selectivit~ and signal-to-noise figures 1 
-·- to guide. you to b~tt~r tuner sections. Again. details and · 
specific~ on tuner/antenna relationsriips can be provided by a 
knowledgeable salesman. 
Keep in mind that the choice of electronics is important. but 
if yo_u're on a budget. don't overspend. If the.re is no strong 
evidence that you will be able to-hear the difference the way 
. you intend to use the equipment, put your additional dollars 
. :-_elsewh.ere.,. . ., . 
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Here's the perfectionist's budget system. -It provides full r.ange sound into 8 oh_ms at no more·than ~5% total harmoni~ distortion. ·At only $149-95. 
quality and generous power at the lowest possible price (by fun range we Amazing. Perhaps- the lack of expensive, large, and fancy cosmetics1Jelps 
means ALL of the bass is there FULL STRENGTH). There's-no tuner. iust an explain the value, but value it.certainly is! .. . · ·. 
amplifier. But a perfectionist would undoubtedly agree· that discs are the The Sony PS-1100 single play, auto turntable is super gentle on records.,. 
purest 5ource of sound anyway, so we've even included a single play and its precision engineered tonearm-tracks fanatically well. _ . 
automatic turntable with a hi-performance tonearm. We use the ~mall Advents because they· are the lowest cost full range 
The heart of the system is Lafayett' s amazing LA-1050 integrated amplifier loudspeaker there is. Their relatively low efficiency is just no problem for the 
that has so much performance for so little money that no competitive brand LA-1050 with all its power. 
amplifi~rs can mat~h it for le~s than a~· _ad_d~!ion~~ $60 _and. ~o _r~ce~v~r~ can_ ... _J).Q _ _it_yo_u _want to play reco~~s as perfectly as can be done for $369 and 
match 1ts power without costing $100 more: 22 watts continuous 20-20kHz almost as perfectly as can be done at any price, this is your best-chorce:-··-· 
Item: _ list disc.price(SRC) RSC surcharge Extra System Savings 
Lafayette LA-1050 149.95 - 138. 11.95 $ % 
Sony PS-1100 35.00 8.7 
complete 99.95 88. 11.95 plus FREE 
Advent Small (2) 178.00 178.00 N/C $23.90 worth of sqrvice 
427.90 404(5.6%off) 23.90- · PRICE TO YOU: onr .369.00 
.. ~ 
. - ~ p.... ~ 
--- . -~ 
------- ... 
--
Everylhin·g is right about this system: features. performance. _and price. It 
does··everything well We strongly urge you--not te -commit to the purchase of 
any hf-f1 eq·uipment near this price range -urrtil-·ymr've exa111i11ed this 
cC'mbrnation for performance and value. . 
First. if you can afford $499 for a system you deserve no less than a superb 
turntable with a super quiet belt drive design and an ultra high performance-
tonearm equippeo with a co·rresponding light ~racking phono pickup. 
Vo11a 1-the brand new 8.1 C. 940 with Shure M_91ED cartridge. It oozes 
precision all over and makes your discs reveal their total potential sou.nd 
quality And it's complete with a C11stinctly elegant low-profile walnut base and 
smoked dust cover The brand new 940 leaves .111 of its cor11pet11-ion m the 
dust technologically. It can function as d mult1·pldy changer too. with sorn_e 
mter estmq programrrnng Ionic we· d be ha~py to show you 
file I\J1kko 5055 1s all new tJo. and 1s p.1rt o1 N1kko·s brand new completely 
rer.esigned lme of r ece1vers with p,ut1cu1,11 11es1Qn e11)pl1.1s1s on f M 
499--
p~rformance. The result is a superb t!,lner section of the latesrphase l~ck loop 
design which boasts an extremely good capture r~tio, .- excellent 
si9-ftttl-,-to-tloise.--ajld a fast stereo quieli~. · 
And the speakers are all new too. The f~ll range Avante/88's, e_ngint:ered 
in the best tradition of ultra- high performance 2-way acoustic. suspension· 
systems. The deepest bass i~ all· there. and dfi~-plending-¼weH-doAEH_ 
achieve ~n ultra smooth midrange that rivals the classic Advent loudspeaker.-
The tweeter again 1s of · ·flare dome·· design with a low mass aluminum voice -
coil for extended high frequency perf_ormance and better trans_i_en·t ~esponse. -
Efficiency is medium but coupled with the 5055'.s full- 10' octave pO-:wer of."18 
rms per channel from 20 to 20kHz at'les than.% distortion·into 8 ohms there 
1~_plent~ of good. loud. solid bass to fill even·a large listening· area ... · · 
II :; ,m ,11togct11er system. complete wiJtl. RS_c· ratings on every 1iart, -it's a 
super v.11ue ,11 $-199 
-
Item: list: disc. price (SF,:) RSC surcharge· 
18.00 
Extra Syslem:Sa~ings 
Nikko 5055 299.95 ~38.00 ·s % - ·-. 
8.1.C. 940 109.95 
wal. base 16.95. ·turntable 
dust cov!lr 9.95 package: 
Shure M91EIJ •I . ·54.95 1°25.00 
Avante aa 12·, 
} 
219.90 180.00 
___ 15.QO . 
. . N/C_. .. 
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Selecting Speakers 
.\ 
I 
i 
. - - . 
Loudspeakers are by far the most important . coll]p0nent , you' II have to 
choose-b~cause they affectboth the quantity of ~ound (by their efficiency) and 
the quality of solJnd-to a greater extent thari any other pan of- the system. And · 
becaus.e their price doesn't correlate wen with either of these factors you can't 
assure yourself_ good performance. 6y · buying expensiv¢ _.sp~;ikers: Since _ 
you're likely to s·pend a. lot of time--lookiog ._(listening) ·for speakers and 
· absorbing a lot of really frighteningly misleading-.hear.say .about speakers we 
strongly recommend you read the articles listed on:page.3-that deal pertinently 
wifh the differences in speakers, tiow to choose them, and how sound is 
affected by listening room characteristics. We conscientiously select products 
- to Sl311 in fell knowledge of wtTat constitutes performance and listening 
satisfaction: Before you come into our stores ,or:any store with the cynical 
expectation that you're going to get "shuffled" into buying a lousy product 
,,ith'.a:tat" dealer'profit margin do yourself the favor of reading those excellent 
and ·informative articles. A· little-knowledge on your part will allow you to 
recognize the honesty of our intentions. -
_ Dori"'t ·1et preoccupation with ·a particular component distract you from 
_ selecting the proper balance· between components for both performance and 
economy. -The speakers and the amplifier (or receiver) have to be considered 
together_(see the "Interview," p. 5). . 
Here's a very brief summary of What speakers should do and how (and if) 
you'll be able to determine how well they do i.t fcom product information. 
BASS RESPONSE: Speakers generally produce full output down to a certain 
frequency at which the response essentially ends. -Unlike some believe, a 
speaker's response does not gradually roll off at lower and lower frequencies. 
but drops ~uddenly at a certain. frequency the "bass cutoff frequency". If 
you like low bass you' II want to be sure t~.at the cutoff frequency is low. How 
do you tell from specs? In seated enclosures the pivot point where bass 
,,. _ .. _.,.(eS_pQi)~~~ ~eginst. tQ· plumm~~ is called_sy~tem resonance (not "free~ air" 
.-;>-·-'·· resorf~hce): hi correctly· designed' veiiteit :enclosure:fthe cutoff frequen_cy is 
· approi<imatety":7X system-resonance (venturi type ported desiQns have higher 
-cutoffs). :A ·cutoff frequenc/ less than 45 bz. IS excellent, 45 to 60 hz 
isvery_good;_60'Hf.::75.Hz. is O.K .. 7.5 to 90 Hz. is still hi-ti, and above that 
forgeOt. Generally speaking cf manufacturer who deprives you of these_ specs 
ha$ something to hide. Most · 'frequency r.esponse' · measurements are so 
lenient that th.e_y are effectively meaningless. 
· -DISPE~SION: Dispersion at all frequencies yields a much better stereo ef-
fect in' alm_ost any listening situation. A few easy calculations and you can 
ch_eckdispersion·in.aspeaker,'even before you hear it. The critical fact here is 
that· anY' driver -(woofer, midrange, tweeter) has wide dispersion when 
handling wave lengths.longer.than its diameter. yet it tends to ·'beam·' fre-
quencies whose wave lengths are shorter ·than its diameter. Using the formula 
./.' 
W=S/f 
w'tie~~ w is wavelength. s is speed of soun.d in inches per .second. ( 13440 in-
THE ADVBIT LOUDSPEAKERS;, High ·accuracy models designed to pro-
~ very·wide range sound. Most ~·applied-where- accuracy at 
. ~~ .-.•.a levels is p,efem!d, to sensational loudness. 
~ - ' ' ' . ' . . . . 
ches/sec.) a.n~f Is freque,:icy .(Hz), we can compare the shortest w.a~elength 
· fed to a give~ driV,er_ (the wayelength of the highest frequency fed IQ, a driver) 
wtth·.tts ~lamett!r.-lf this.shortest-wavelength ls·less than speaker diameter the 
-- ~- s~ker_ will.have a-dlSpersiori problem w~ich. you ·n definitely be. at,le to .hear, 
especl~ly t~a live·room~ In actual.practice, iince speaker crossovers do feed 
·.·_i . some hlQ~.er frequency signals t,o lower range driver$ a strict rule for good dis-
;'.::;,. _ persl~n Is that, ttle cr9ssover..wavelength (i.e . .-the shortest wavetenQth han-
. ",·, _,.,..._ ,. ___ --_,._._ '., ~-- '' . •, ~.,_, ,•, .. · .:,~: ~ ' - ,- - . ,' ,: ·..:--=- ~ . ~ --... ~.. ..... - - ' . 
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died by the lower range driver fed by the crossover) should be at least 1.5 
times the speaker diameter. Here's an example: An Advent Loudspeaker has 
a crossover point at 1000 Hz. (f = 1000). That solves to give us crossover, 
wavelength . 
w= 13440/1000= 13:44 inches 
-The woofer diameter of the Adverit measures about 8.5 .. (the moving part) so 
1.5X woofer diameter is 12. 75 inches-still less than the crossover wave-
length. So, dispersion should be (and is) excellent in,the Advent Loudspeak-
er. With 3-way systems use the analysis for both crossover points. You' II find 
very few loudspeakers (including many expensive ones) that meet this criteri-
on for good dispersion. 
· TRANSIENT RESPONSE.: This is a term which has a thousand different 
meanings to a thousand different people. To us. transient response in a 
speaker_ means the ability of the speaJ<er to accelerate. When producing a 
steady tone a speaker's motion is back and forth, swinging in and out. But 
when some speakers at rest receive a sudden signal they don't get up to · 'full 
swing" on the first cycle (they have poor "impulse response"). Or when in 
motion and the signal is cut off, the speakers still swing a couple of times 
(they have "ringing") .. lf a speaker has poor transient response (the collect-
ive effect of poor impulse response and ringing) the sound will not be as clear 
and defined as speakers with good transient response. Since this (or any) 
acceleration is a function of force and mass (force equals mass times ·accele-
ration-Isaac Newton, or otherwise stated acceleration= force/mass) look tor 
speakers that use smaller lighter weight drivers with large magnets. In 
practice transient problems are largely confined to tweeters and there are ma-
THI: AVANTE LOUDSPEAKERS: ·Each designed with an optimum combi-
nation of range and efficiency to match with the correspondingly priced · 
electronics each is most likely to be used with. 
ny exotic types of drivers whose purpose is to increase definition through bet-
ter transient response. Unfortunately there are not adequate specs-to guide 
you in this area so all we can say in general is to stay away from big tweeters 
and high crossovers and ask the opinion of an experienced listener such as a 
competent salespers9n. 
OTHER ASPECTS:.The remaining aspects of.speaker performance become· 
more difficult to describe and less important to the ear and are generally hard 
or impossible to determine from specs. These other criteria can usually be 
best met with ... thorough" rather than "expensive" engineering on the part 
of speaker designers. If yoti calculate bass cutoff frequency and dispersion 
for a speaker you'll c.atch major flaws. and if you are aware of transient re-
sponse characteristics you'll be able to listen with enough awareness that 
you'll probably end up with some pretty good speakers. 
EFFICJENCY describes the sound quantity aspect rather than the sound 
quality asp~ct of louEtspeakers and. of course. greater efficiency is desirable 
because it means you can save money by buying less wattage to meet your 
_ s~und quantity requirements. But efficiency does not come without com.pro-
. m,se. Here, are two relati,onships to keep in mind w.hen you look at speakers: · 
. (1) Given the same size enclosure of. a speaker system, greater efficiency 
means less deep bass (i.e. a_high bass ·cutoff frequency). In numbers, for 
every 1 /3 octave one wishe·s to lower ·the bass cutoff point one must double 
the power input. . - ' 
~2) Given ~he same bass_ response (low frequency cutoff point( a speaker·s · 
efficiency wdl be proportional to the volume of air in the enclosure. An--
. Continued on Page 13 
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If there is any more reasonable performance to be had than what you get to th~ original owner. You get plenty of peace of mind when you buy Advents· 
from our $499 system (let's face it .. that 499er is an incredible deal!) then this fror11 us. . ~ · 
system gets it. The extra bucks buy you a little increased power and get you The Kenwood 4400 is the most powerful $300 major brand name receiver 
into the Advent Loudspeakers (Utility model) which is where most of the extra we know of (except for the new Lafayette LR-2200 which we couldn't 
dollars go. discount as much). It'll give you plenty of power at the bottom end where the 
The Advents are well known for their much deserved reputation of sonic ex- Advents can use it (25 watts rms. per channel into. 8 ohms. 20-20kHz .. no 
cellence and have become so popular ,hat you feel almost like a perverted out- · rn.Qfe th~.o .5% THO). The Kenwood 'does well in all other.respects too, c1nd is 
cast if you utter one word of criticis_m· about them. Actually their strength one of the few units that uses ultra-safe series connection for remotP. 
throughout the years has been their· 'flawle,ssness' ', a unique design balance speakers Our service department loves the 4400 (because t~ey hardly know 
that avoids fl'ambovant excess of one sonic characteristic at the expense of what it looks like). · 
"another. They grow more and more pleasing with time, and without exception The turntable is once again the B. I. C. 940 with Shure M91 ED. walnut base 
valid ccmplaints about their performance are· the result of poor acoustics and cover. Do your duty and compare this machine with any other same-prioe 
(room resonance. poor placement. etc.) or abuse ("They won't even handle multiple or single play device and its design and performance make it a clear 
,400 watts!). Their price is low but then they are not discounted (i.e. the -winner. In fact. compare it with any equivalently priced single plant belt drive 
money's in the speaker. not our profit margin), but then it's the only speaker turntable and it will also beat tonearms down. · 
we sell with which we give lifetime free driver (woofer or tweeter) replacement Definitely a no compromise system. 
Item: · list disc.p-tice (Sncr· -- · -- RSC surcharge --- · Extra System·Savings-
Kenwood 4400 299.95 253. 8.00 $ . 010 · 
B.I.C 940 109.95 27 4.5 
walnut base 16. 95 turntable plus $23 worth of 
service, fREE dust cover. 9.95 package 
Shure M91 Ed 54.95 125.00. .. 1.s_.00· . .· .. 
. ... . N/C Price To You only: $579 Advent Utility (2) 228.00 228.00 
719.75 606.00 15.8%off 23.00 
• STa'.':TOJl 
What if you took our $599 system and moved to the next better component 
in eact, category? What would you get? How would it sound better? wc·ve 
--already said the sound was essentially unimproveable You're probably won-
Qering how we're.going to explain how you could sensibly spend $100 more 
Well we can improve the sound quality. but only very slightly. Step one 1:. 
to replace the Shure M91 ED phono pickup in our previous system with a 
·s1anton 681 EEE. an option that normally costs $30. The i:ihono· pickup (even) 
sti't) is the weakest link in any really high quality system and the Stanton 
"tripla E" belongs to a small elite group of the very best yet it suffers less 
from the extreme fragility of most of the other top cartridges This switch puts 
sound quality at a ,level essentially unimproveable in the standard stereo 
system format using bookshelf speakers. 
Next you can move up to the B. I.C. 960 turntable with a more advanced 
"double gimbal" tonearm pivot. The additional precision in the lowest 
'-possible friction and perfect balance may make your equipment perform better 
when playing records with off-center holes or warps (all too many records 
these days!). · 
y!lu like to listen at "realistic': rather than "adequate" sound levels this· is 
certainly true. but unfortunately there's no end- to the argument for more 
power. So. enthusiastic listeners usually add extra power as long as the cost 
is reasonable. Lafayette's tR-3500 receiver is the most powerful major brand 
name $400 list price receiver we know of: 47 watts rms per channel, 
20-20i<Hi ;nto 8 ohms at no more than .5= THO. That's about twice the 
power of our last system ar_:idJeprese_rits __ ~.J,-~p~rJ:te_al at so l_ow an ;3~ditional_ 
cost. And the Lafayette features a phase-lock-loop tuner for excellent stereo 
FM performance that you'.d expect in a top-of-the-line top value receiver. 
Speakers'! _Well U,ere ,sn. t much we can do her" without going to 
multidirectional and/or exotic designs (which would be • 'mtiltf"'- times· the .. 
cost too). And since the Advents can easily handle the power. we'll leave well 
enough alone .. 
So witti this system.we've added the finishing touches in audio refinement, 
and enough power so you just don't have to worry ~bout running out in any 
nmmal situation. and all this has been done -at· reasonable cost and still, with 
all the performance assured by RSC ratings on all units. A very attractive 
packdge! · 
Item: list: disc.price(SRC) ¼rsc surcharge Extra Systf?m Savings 
Lafayette LR-3500 399.95 
8.1.C. 960 159.95 
. 
wa1n·ut base 16.95 
dust'cover 9.95 
Stanton 681EE 82-.00 
Advent Utility (2) 228.00 
896.80 · 
-
340. ' 20 S % 
'"\:. 
-turntable 
package 
192.50. 
22e_.oo 
760.5 
15.00 
N/C 
61.50 8.1 
plus $35 worth· 
of service, FREE 
_;__ Price To You only: $699 
· 35.00 
\ 
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Selecting 
/· Turntables 
I 
I 
Turntable Choosing 
It's ·a· Game worth.not losing 
But it's'Most Confusing . 
If the Machine is Property~Torning 
Your Ear for Error will be Yearning 
For naught in .its Task of discerning 
Some Noise, Rumble. or Indication 
That Something's wrong with its Rotation 
But don't judge on mere Reputation 
. Give the Tonearm close. Inspection 
lts Weightiness could cause diflection 
Threatening your Diamon~ Needle's Protection 
From Discs with Bumps or Holes·ott~center. 
Our Prem.ises yoci then might re-enter 
Woe and Forbid-as Hi Fi Dissenter! 
Your choice of turntable· should be based on its having the 
convenience ·features you· desire, quiet operation, and its 
corri_patibility with the phono pickup you choose. 
Your choice of phono cartridge should be based on the level 
of sound Q!Jality you desire and the degree of care .with which 
the.delicate thing will be used_. . -
the variety of features found among different turntables is 
so great that you should· expose yourself to a fair selection 
before:you choose. Some of ·the most commonly requested 
convenience features are (-f.1 remote hydraulic arm liff and 
descend (damped cueioQ), (2~ a~!Ont~ti~ end Qf-re<;<>~d- stop or. 
shutoff (3) hinged dust cover (4) ability to repeat play single -
records (5) ability to play several records in a ·sequence (6) 
calibrated tonearm force adjustment a.nd (7) a. walnut (rather 
. than a plastic) finish base. Also, sometimes people buy but 
rarely need a variable speed control. If you are unfamiliar with 
_these features or uncertain as to whether you want or need 
them, consult us. since we have a wide variety on display to 
sli_ow_ you._ . .. 
Quiet operation ·(elimination of ··rumble'' -a low frequency 
noise caused_by motor_ vibrations or poor bearings supporting 
the platter).is enhanced by use of a "belt drive" platter drive 
mechanism, and further enhanced by exotic "direct ·drive· 
designs. The average belt drive turntable is way-quieter than 
the average standard idler drive turntable. but the expensive 
direct drive units offer little. if any imprQvement over the best 
belt drive designs. · . . 
Phono pickups· are the least obvi9us component of any 
system because they are .so srMIL l;lut_ even iri the best quality 
ranges the phono pickup introduces more distortion than that 
usually introduced by other parts of the·system. So, often the 
improvement of the phon_o pickup holds the greatest potential 
. · for-·lmproving overall system sound quality. Most top 
performance pickups are· .very fragile and some strive for 
unnecessarily low tracking fo(ces usually at the expense of · 
. becoming more fragile. In _general, when the discounted 
purc~e price of a turntable exceeEls-$120 or so it has the. 
capability gt.accepting most any r~lly fine pic~up. But we 
don't racominend _any of the "super ligh~"- trac;king pickups 
berause their. ultra high compliance can encourage tone arm 
resonance when playing imperfect records. That r~sonance 
can· raise havoc when fed into really wide range high priced 
ampllfler:5 which may amplify these subsonic signals and 
possf.l.lycfestroyspeakers.·' - . · · -· 
·· Low mall tOl\earins are al!Nays ~esirable _since any'_ needle 
can rnQve a low .mass tonearm in, out. up, -{lrid down with a 
minimum otexertlon _and minimum flexing, particular_ly on 
~.Uff:P~ records.'. Low:frlction !s a!so.important, especially_ at 
low:- ,trac~ing for~es. $j_!'lc:~-- these characteristics are not 
· described l)y. specificatlonl? yqur best sour.~e. of inforina~ion ·ls · 
- asldng some~ne who has used .. the .particuli3r model that 
interests yap. He .can give you his comments,-and if you ask· 
an·expori~nced sal~sman he can gu1dtt'you into a·combination 
that..offers-bestperformaoce. ,. 
Ch~osiog a turntable is on~ of the more personal choi~es , 
yo1i".II make in buying_.a stereo system; A good exp.osure to the.-- . 
var,ety avail~bt~ is.the fir~t step in finding the one _you:11 like · -
best~ ., . : _ . , . ·· .' :: ___ , . _ · _ _ _· 
". 
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,iiad phone piellups 
Philips GA•2lt2 
nist:Sll99.9S 
-$X39SRC 
Electronic speed regulation obviates a heavy platter and 
results in really low rumble. Belt drive, of course. Also has 
auto stop. Less pickup. · 
Daa1•249 
list:SZ79 
$199NS1l 
At last, Dual does it rigt! A belt drive multiple play table from 
Dual: Definitely the outstanding performer in the line, this 
new 1249. Unfortunately the 1249 is the only best drive 
multiple play model from Dual and it's Dual's most expensive, 
but we help out by selling it at an ultra low price: $199 NSR 
less base cover and cartridge. Available October. 
Tectinlea SL-1300 
llat~$349 
$2S9SRC 
leuplckup 
If you want a machine because it's beautiful, elegant, 
'precise, loyal, friendly, courteous, kind, cheerful, etc. look at 
this one. Direct drive. 
_Thoreas TD-ll6S 
list:$199.9$ 
$X29SRC 
less u,lcktap 
Want a rugged turntable? Here it is. An authentic Thorens 
with a great tonearm for a super low price. 
Ortofon M·X$E Supcef?' 
list: $ltll$ 
A top contender for "the best, period". Superfragilistic 
_ _(delicate). $80. A slightly more rugged version, the VMS-20E 
for average/good tonearms, just $65. 
Pickering XUV 
llst:$1:25> 
,, . - .• '' ... . . : -· ... ,, -~ 
$70 
Another contender for top notch. Tracks CD-4 or stereo both 
at just 1 gram! ~pec1a1 quadrahedral stylus. Mu·st have a 
good_ tonearm (8.1._~-. Philips, etc.) $60. 
,-• 
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If you haven't had lots of experience with really high performance- stereo 
: gear. listen to th1ssystem and you'll for sure wonder why anyone wouffever _ 
spend more. Although, if you get into it that far we'd be happy to.help you. 
Try not to think of what a super good price deal this system is while you're 
listening to it. Psychologically you might tell yourself that you're listening to 
$1300 worth of gP,ar and your psyche will ··enhance·· the sound. Believe us. 
.this system needs no help from your psyche. It can deliver as much sound 
and as good sound as you· re l!kely to be able to perceive or comprehend. 
Power, is lrom Kenwoocrs magnificent KR-7400 stereo receiver (63 waUs 
rms per channel,20·20kHz into 8 ohms at ·no more than .5% THO.All that 
wattage assures you plenty of reserve for the loudest musical passages, or 
just good ol "playin' it loud" whenever you can get away from it. The FM 
performance of the 7400 approaches the defying of theoretical limitations and 
trying to find a receiver with bette1 FM performance just_ isn't wortti the time. 
Anc; the Kenwood offers a list of purely delightful user features ,:naking it one 
of the best-there-js receivers for ease of use and flexibility. · · 
. The turntable is 8.1.C. ·s best, the 980. It's ultra quiet. ultr;i convenient 
· and has a superb tonearm for tracking high performance pickups like the 
'. Stanton 681 EEE which we include along with the deluxe walnut base and dust 
Interview con'1t 
ceiver sounds better have to be based on something1 
AA: In receivers besides the amplifier there 1s also a source 
component- the tuner section. Some are better than others. although careful 
mspeclion 'Nill show that similarly priced units are probably too close to hear 
apart. There are differences between amplifier sections but the audibl'! 
differences are limited to power and special tone controls and filters. Admit-
tedly. differences between a $200 receiver and a $1000 preamp-poweramp 
combo would be audible. but you can't hear the small differences between 
. similar'ty priced units. 
64 
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IWS: So how does one choose between receivers then? , 
AA: On the basis of features and sound quantity which m--a receiver or amp 
:swell described by its p0wer output rating. I would also suggest sticking to a 
brand· you know can be ser.viced and is backed by the people who sell it. 
IWS: ~o if I want really good sound quality I'd better turn my attention to 
tfle turntable, or other source component, and the speakers,. Which of those is 
most important? 
AA: Assum_ing you have an adequate turntable. the speakers a~e the 
predom!nant determinant of the sound quality your _system can produce. And 
speakers-are doubly important because.their efficiency dramatically affects 
soLtnd quantity as well. The most importaJJt choice in any system is- the 
speakers. · - . . . .. 
tWS: Well, how does one tell good speakers from-bad speakers?· 
AA: Certainty specifications are inadequate. And unfortunateJy most 
showrooms are so acoustically dead that they won't reveal the type of sound 
cover. . 
The speakers ·are the exciting. all-new Avante One Elevens. We never 
thought a bookshelf speaker would be capable of reproducing such low bass 
( it feels good!). or bass· that could cause ·one to doubt the adequacy of the 
bass of the venerable Advent loudspeaker. but here it is. And all without 
creating imbalance throughout the rest of the audible frequency range. Power 
handling and dispersion are excellent thanks to a ~ophisticated 3 way design 
using low crossover points and high heat dissipating_ voice.coils. We must 
-restrain QUr excitement about the SffiOOth impressive SOUO~.'Of·these speakers, 
since we know tha(Qnly by listening. could you undorstanc:t what we'd try to 
say. The One Eleven's sound puts them in competition with the very widest 
range and most pow.erful (and more expensiv_e) booksh!:)lf systems ever 
created. and yet they are priced in the middle -price range ot- bookshelf 
speakers. . .. 
Now if you want to feel good, add our low regular discount prices on the 
components in this system for a total of $917 (see scorecard used as·exampte-
on _page 4). We further reduce the prices when you buy the entire system and 
we also rate-each item at our best rating, RSC. $851. It may be more than you 
need but is it more than you can resist? 
you'll get at home. The best thing is to try to listen to. as much as possible. 
the speakers you're considering. And tr~ to listen to them in different acoustic 
/ 
" ••• tthe most important ehoiee an auny. 
s3,1stem is tJae speakers." 
environments. Ideally. when you buy them make sure you have the option to 
return them 1f you don't like them when you get them hoine. 
IWS · Well. couldn ·t I just buy a really expensive loudspeaker to assure · 
myself+'.d.get-good-sound quality? 
AA: Absolutely not! The great ma1ority of expensive loudspeakers have 
designs oriented towards increasing the quantity of sound-mar• "monitor" 
loudspeakers-and often that ~equires a c,ompromise in the accuracy of 
reproduction There are speakers for $1000 each that won't sound as 
satisfying in your living room' as some $100 each loudspeakers. 
IWS: Is there any way to start. choosing good speakers? There must be_ 
some way to ob1ect1vely narrow the choice without taking them all home and 
· ·trying them! 
AA: Read ~II the info you find in these pages. Then find an experienced 
listener who can ~how you some differences. A good 2udio salesman is .your_ 
best bet. He'll also be able to tell you how to match your choice with other 
components to suit your needs. - · · _ - · 
IWS: Well_. I guess you've given me some pretty gqod advice on choosing a 
sltreo. From what you say 1·11 probJbly budget as much as I can up to $850 
for my new system and then 1 ·11 first define my needs and second look for a 
good hi·fi dea~r who offers good w;manties and allows returJ1 privileges if I'm 
not happy. Here t go! . ' - . 
· AA: I sugg~sfyou·visit (ho~ did you ever guess!) Action Lafayette., They 
knock themselves out to get.the best value,components,and they have a· great 
service policy and.an actual ·service dept. to bacJ< it up. And they have low, 
low prices! ·· ·----... · · · · · 
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WAY :OUT HI Fl STOIIE 
Selec·ting Tape Decks 
The.tape deck isl perhaps the most rewarding of aH components. Not only 
can a good tape deck duplicate,original program mate_rial nearly perfectly at a 
fraction of the origiral cost. but tape recordings also don't sutler the loss of 
sound quality that ~ccumulating dirt and wear can cause on discs. Tilough 
many people buying hi-fi systems don't start with tape deck3. certainly 
anyone who uses a; system heavily would find a good tape· machine a worth-
while investment: i · 
There are 4 impQrtant criteria f~r evaluating tape decks. They are ( 1 ) level 
of reproduction quality (2) ease of use (3) taping cost and (4) serviceability. 
When consideri~g what level of reproduction quality is "good enough". it 
is highly adviseab(e to consider the future before investing in a machine. 
There is no reason why. given good care and careful use. the-tapes you make 
today shouldn;t outlast all your present equipment. It is very important that 
the tapes you mak~today have adequate sound quality to sound acceptable on 
the best equipmen you ever expect ·to own. If they turn ourto be "!lot good 
enough·· in the fut re you will stop using or discard your tape library and your . 
loss in the_ value of ~he tape, your time, and the irreplaceability of the material 
will fa, outweigh the few extra dollars you mtght spend to get a better machine 
now So get a good_machine now. -
J11ere-1s a sp1::ci11c ·perfrnrnaru.e level dllyurw 1;111::re~,lml 11• ;1l 1.urn111,i111u; .1 
si:eahle l1brary.sh~ul!J oot.1in II 1s that IP.velor recording ll!Jalliy rn4u11ed 1,1 
reprocluce the $OUl)d from d !me d)sc with· no not1c:eable loss in sOLind qualll\ 
That requires uie t~pe_machine to add no c1udible amount of hiss Qr distortw11 
and not to diminis the frequency res onse. That level of performance m~ be 
· · THE ADVENT 201. A not cheap: unllashy, ·but built-like-a-fank cassette deck 
with sonic performance unsurpassed ·by other under $850 machines-and 
ifs one of the easiest to-use. Availability of service at low cost is among the 
best ot any available. Th_e only tape deck of any kind we rate RSC. $33~. 
obtained at just under :ti:300 in better ree1-to-ree1 equ1pmID1t and just over 
$300 in fine cassette equipment._ Specificationwise "this requires that a --
machine deliver at least a 60db. effective signal-to-nQise ratio a-rid frequency 
response.of 35-1 Sl<Hz + 2db .. Better or different specifications might apply to 
live recording situations. 
a 
· Spea~ers cont'd 
- . 
example of this situation is the comparison of the Advent and the Smaller Ad-
vent speakers w~ich have the sam.e bass_ cutoU--point but the Smaller's 
cabinet encloses only half the volume of the larger model. Accordingly the 
Smaller consumes 2 times the wattage to play as loudly as the larger Advent. 
The moral of __ the efficiency story is that 'big ypeakers- compared to little 
speakers can have- more bass, more efficiency, or some combination of the 
-two. It is important t_o · note that a properly ,designed ported speaker system 
can have twice the efficiency ~fa sealed system with the same bass cutoff f re-
- quency. 
_,._· _R~le of Thumb: For_normal listeni_ng a lowefficiency speaker (like Smaller 
· Advent) will require about 1 O watts .rms. per channel in stereo for every 1000 
c1:1~lc feet' of listeni~A room volume. whereas-a high· efficiency speaker (i'ike 
the_->,\vante 66) wlll.Tequire less than 2 warts· rms per. channel in stereo for 
every _1000 cubic (ee~ of listening space. _ _ · - · . 
_, _ S_uM_MA~Y.:-We:h.01>9:yo~·ve:got some basic i~ea of how-critical_lY. ifllpCirtant 
the ~ho1ce of loudspeakers is:· All the_ ·!'latched s~sJ!_ms shown ii'.' ,these pages· 
were._constructecJ.m fu.11 kno,wl~ge of ·all t~e above di$cussed relationships 
and _'!'Ore. We prmriise, that if you .faithfully complete the-' 'Help Us Help You·· 
r~.nn on page 3 we can_ objectively. provide you with equipment' calculated to 
· g1_ve. y011 _op1,mum_ sat,sta~lcm per doll.a(. 
' . ,'' ··,. ', - ,, . 
'. ,, 
The ease ot Jse 1s o! part1cul.1: .inportance in tJpP. equipment hei:-ause 
successful recording requires p·recise level adJustment!::. and t11e controls and 
metering on many major brand name macllme~ makes that no' easy task On 
others it is easy. And the easier 1t is the better recordmgs you make. The 
theoretical performance bt a machine is irrelevant 1f you never can achieve ii. 
F-requency weighted ( !of recording .. pre-emphasis .. ) meters and master all 
I • 
channel level controls are verv important. 
SONY TC-377. A well p~oven reel design oflering,the economy of a one-motor 
machine but with man of the features of 3 motor machines. There are no 
pressure -pads and the e is completely disengaging shutoff at tape's end. 
Electronic performance ~ excellent. L~st: $399. Available NSR at $295, SRC 
_. · at$349. · -
I 
tape costs with a go d cassette deck will be abo4.t the same as reel-to-reel 
running at 3 3/4 inche per second. haltthe normal tape speed. At that speed 
it takes a reel mach~n in the $400 to $600 price range to match a good 
cassette deck at only$ 40. Add consiperation of the increased ease of use of 
cassettes_and you mus conclude that most people would prefer· a good cas-
sette machine to reel except perhaps where live recording (requiring 
subsequent editing) was being done. · 
Tape machines. because they are both mechanical and electronic. require 
more service than other types of components. You're better off with a time 
proven design than the latest razzle-dazzle gizmomatic. And ruggedness· is 
better than finesse when you· re looking f9r reliability. Since adjustments are 
frequently needed for optimum performance with a particular tape, make sure 
you get your machine from someone who has the willingness and the facilities 
to provide you top perform3nce. 
The choice of a tape decl< is the most risky, tiut the most rewarding in 
buying components. Evaluate any deck purchase according to these criteria 
and you'll end up happy with your machine. 
. . 
ADS LOUDSPEAK~RS: A whole family of speaker systems that goes beyond 
providing just good sound. Absolutely no compromls_,s have been made In 
·· driVer design, ~rossovers, or quality of construction to assure the most life-
like so~nd 'repr~uctfon possible from compact speakers; Smaller, tower 
mass piatr_ons and domes are powered by giant magnets to p...Suce the bast 
. _ possible transient response and 1he resuhs are audible. 
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ACTION AUDIO•Nc. 
CONSUMER PROTECTION CERTIFICATE 
WARRANTY 
ACTION AUDIO provides the following pollclas for the purchasers of 
RECOMMENDED SYSTEM COMPONENTS \ 
[designated RSC) 
1. SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY BACK 
If you return equipment within 7 days of purchase, for any reason. Equipment must be returned In "as new'' condition com-
olete with all original packing material and all 11t9rature and printed matter undelaced. 
2. 30 DAY 100% CREDIT TOWARDS E-XCHANGE 
on. equipment r,eturnec, In "as delivered" condition complete with all original .packing, w~rranty ~rdlS and !.iteratur!J und,efaced. 
Credit for actual price paid will be given towards the suggested,llst price ori new equipment. ··; · '·'· · ·· · · · .. · ·. · · ·, 
3. GUARANTEED LOW PRICE 
We will refund you the difference In price If you find anyone (Including ourselves) selllng the samo Item with an equivalent 
benefit package within 30 days of the date you purchased your equipment. Reasonable proof wlll be required. 
4. ONE YEA-R FULL CREDIT SPEAKER EXCHANGE 
We will allow you credit for the full purchase price of ':iny, component hi-fl loudspeakers purchased under this policy towards . 
the 11st price of any new loudspeakers costing twice as much. We reserve the right to deduct, at our option, an amount fQ.r 
speakers not In "llke new" c~ndltlon. Exchanged speakers must be returned In 1heir original shipping cartons. · 
5. FAST REPAIR POLICY 
Should the component listed below fall during ·the pef:iod when It is covered under warranty for labor charges 'so··that your. 
component system becomes unusable we will repair your unit within 7 working days after the date you bring It to us ,:,r v,,e will 
provide the first available suitable substitute for your use while we complete repairs. 
6. TRANSFERABLE WARRANTY 
We will hon~r.the balance of any warranty commitments· described below (policy 7) to a second owner as long as he registers 
the transfer of ownership within .15 days of dato of transfer and ,!)rings-this equipment ~ us for jnSp!)CtiOn ~or which there wlll. 
be a nominal lee of $10.00 and w~ determine the equipment to be In normal operating order. The lee rniiy· be appl'ied'.towards'., 
any necessary non-warranty repair. _ ·'· 
7. EXTENDED WARRANTY 
We will honor the terms of the manufacturer's warranty for the period specified by the manufacturer or for the time.periods . .<, 
listed below beginning with date of original purchase, whichever Is greater. 
M11Jorelectronlc11: (recelvero, tuners, empllllens 5 years free parts 3 years free labor 
Loudspeaker systems: 5 years free parts 10 years free labor 
Turntables: 2 years free parts 2 years free labor 
Tope decks: 2 y.ears free parts 2 years frelJ'labor 
These warranties will be honored on units delivered to our stores which have been subjected to normal use only and have not 
boen abu~ed or altered In any way. Repairs required because of ncrmal wear and te.1r are excluded and performance of this 
w,1rranty wlll be llmitcd by the same exclusions as the manufacturer·s warranty. · 
TO Tl-IE_ PURCHASER OF SPECIFICALLY RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS (doslgnatod as SAC) ACTION AUDIO PROVIDES 
TliE SAME COVERAGE AS FOR RECOMMENDED SYSTEM COMPONENTS(deslgnalod,1s RSC) EXCEPT FOR 
COVERAGE DESCRIBED UNDER POI ICIES 1. 2, 5-and 6-11ore1n-
TO THE PURCtlASER OF NOT SPECIFICALLY RECOMMENOEO COMPONENTS (designated NSR): 
Action Audio agrees with buy"' according to buyefs slgna1ur11 below to n,11.,.,11 Action Audio lrom all msponslblllly pertaining to the proper perfonnan011 and 
condition ol tha produC1 named hereon a~ buyer lur1hor agreas to pursue all complaints thru tho manulacturar and/ or laclllllos prowiclDd by manulaC1urer 
/ 
This atatemont ol policy r.ontalns the enUn, agmomenl 1>111w1111n the parlle:, hereto and I heraby docta·re that I und11r.s1ar,d the tam,s ol lhe wa•ranlles described 
herein •nd IMI r 11m.,11tlod to those and only those bonellts described t>ereln lor tho des'lgnaUon ol the component I am purchasing, lhat designation being .... , 
11,oro.,. no other obligations e•pressed or Implied to mysall lrom Action Audio. .. · 
Ible:. 
Sole beneficiary of warranty: 
atgnature 
Product covered by this warranty: 
manufacturer: ....•.................. 
model: ................. ,erial a . .......... . 
Recommendation designation .. · ......•....... 
dosignallon o by special arrangement 
(ehe~t~nly· n that regularly assigned 
one) D purchased at additional chargo 
extra charge ~ ...... :· •... ss• _. .............. . 
name of Action 
employee 
accepting 
this warranty ..•.................• 
sales sllp or 
Invoice number: ....•..•.•........•. 
purchase price . 
(before tax) · • : • · · · • · · · · · · · • · • • · · ·· · 
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Action/ Lafayette Page 15 
WAY ou,---tl_l,F'l···sTORE 
For a 1non1ent 1nay ~., be i111111odest'f 
We realize buyer's- problems. First, buyers have inherent and· strong 
tendencies to generalize They assume consistent quality and value throug_hout 
any particular brand name lie. They're afraid of "unknown" brands. They 
hang drastic amounts of dollars on cliche's (' 'you get what you pay for'') and 
.hunches of friends who have great intentions-but little knowledge. And of 
course, consumers are fair game for the adept marketeers of intangibles who 
exi~t in our capitalistic society. So buyers develop preferences for ''this·' or 
"that'' on a purely irrational basis. 
We're-·not fooltsh° heroes. We are not trying- to change the. ways of the 
world. Rather, w~·~are io·business to give you what you want aod we must 
admit that like everyone_ else, we cater to the whims of the 13uying public. 
Want a low price?. You got it. Want famous' name brar.d X? You ·got it. Want 
great service prot~ctio_n? You i:iot_it. Whether what you want is best for you or 
. 
not (and we do know the differences) you can have·it. 
But this year we are taking a somewhat new approach. Perhaps you~II 
ag: ee that the old cat and mouse, buy.er-seller game is a bit much. If things 
keep going this way, there· will be a further increase in the mistrust and 
cynicism with which the buyer approaches the seller, and further attempts on 
the part of the seller to delude and entice the buyer into "thinking" he's 
getting a great deal. And of all products to be dealing with the variables in 
determining value in hHi are so numerous and perception dependent that 
even the most intelligent determined buyer can't get a grip on the evaluation 
problem with any economical expenditure of time. And uneconomical expen-
diture of time costs us both money. So what we have done this year is develop 
the most flexible marketing program ever offered by AN AUDIO RETAILER .. 
AND WE H'AVE ADOPTED A REALLY STRAIGHTFORWARD APPROACH To· 
BOTH (1) pricing -and (2) product information. 
-_ NoW, let's be straighto 
In pricing we've set our prices at the lowest economical level. The usual 
-practice has been an artificially high list price (not always, but often) which 
allowed the seller to try to extract the highest possible price from each 
individual buyer. Bµt not us: This year our prices are set really_ low-at the 
best price a shrewd,·-~skillf~I. persistent. _and probably obnoxious bargain · 
hunter could wangle.from any dealer. But we give everybody that low price 
autqmatically. In fa~t our' pric~s ares~ !ow that they si1J1ply can't be beaten 
sig~icantly. we~btiy"merctiandise_.as cheaply as ·any~ne and no one,:selling 
_mefchandise legitim~tely obtained from manufacturers can offer significantly 
better combinations of price and service without selling below cost. Our new 
poli¢y means the end of "sale" prices (or -te institution of "sale" prices 
.everyday). Exceptions. will be ~ses of manufacturer's closeouts or 
"demonstrator" sales where prices may equal or go't>elow normal cost, and 
those events we can't regularly schedule into our marketing program. 
We'.re also taking a straightforward approach to product information. What 
you_.(ead in these pages is an example. We're not hyping intangibles to sell 
particularly more profitable produces. We make no secret of the differences or 
sameiless of competing products. Read cover to cover here and you 'II get a 
good.feel for what we mean (especially the· 'Interview''). -
Anyone 'expects to pay higher prices to get better service. Right? How can 
we give you both? We can give you either or the best combination of both. 
Just read our abnut our Recommendation Program on page 2 and examine the 
warranty coverage offered here for each rating. Then you'll understand the 
-relationship between price and service. On most any item we sell we can 
· change the price and your Recommendation Rating to give you your preferred 
combination of price and service. We're flexible. We want you to-have what 
.you want. 
But please don't interpret our Recommendation Program as a gimmick just 
to allow us to adjust service and price. Those recommendations are attached 
to each product because of its· inherent or expected reliability and 
serviceability. While we would like everyone to have RSC service protection on 
everything, on some products our expected service costs under warranty 
would add so much to the price as to make it uncompetitive All . our 
recommended systems contain the products where you get top perforf9ing 
units and the lowest cost performance protection. · 
Help.yourself to tb·e -best overall. dea12 
/ . 
-·._ 
One of our recommended systems should be just right for most people. But 
not--evervbodv: J.f you don't know what your. needs are fill in the "Helo Us 
. ~ 
Help You 'questionnaire on page 3 and bring it to us. We'll put you on to the 
very best components for you. 
NEED REPAIRS? 
,~· . 
I . 
..... . . :.·· ;' .. -;' 
- . . 
If you have a major brand ·hi-fi cbmponent that is sick, we'd be glad to he_lp out. Right now we have some excess capa-
city in our component service.department, so we welcome the opportunity to fix your unit. Our service department is lo-
cated at our main star~ where route 3§..6 meets 13. You may bring your t.init to us anytime during our regular store hours. 
Ou.r personnel are traine<J to repair the most complex equipment. and we pay them accordingly. And we must charge 
f~r i~eir time accordingly._Qur m_inimum labor charge for non-warranty repairs is $15.00, parts are additional. Our turn 
around.time is usually pretty quick ·provided that we don't need some weird part we don't normally stock. Any repair for a 
specific complaint we, do is guaranteed against defective parts or workmanship for 30 days, provided you keep all your 
rec:eiptsjnvotved. with the transaction. - · . - · . · 
. .YJe-~ah do;1Yarranty repairs only on the units we sell (that's all the manufacturers _ _y..ill agree. to su.pport us on, si_nce 
we_ sell prod.1:1~t). If you ~ought your_ unit S,!Jmewh~re else and are facing a long stretch of life without music while you 
send it back to·:the facto.ry~ call us and ·we may be able to service it tor a small enough charge .so·that-itwill be- worth the 
time, and inconveriien.ce we c~n save you~· . · · . . - , . · · _·:.: 
--: ~ · While _we must give priority to customer re.pairs we will ·be hc!PPY to inform you of our approximate backlog at the time 
you· bring us your unit We res~rv~ the rig!'lt to refuse non-custocner units should our backlog become .too great. 
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GENE ~·y S 
sp·ecial introductory offer 
There's a brand new loudspeaker that's just become available- for you high 
definition sound freaks. It's the Genesis I. What does it sound like? Well, 
to help you gues:; we can tell you that Genesis Physics Corporation is a brand 
new company headed by a group of people who were motive forces at EPI and 
Advent. Now they have created the first in a new series of speakers which 
represents a fresh synthesis of ideas. You definitely should come in and !rear\ 
this speaker, but if you can't be tempted that easily, then think back to the 
great sound of the old EPI 100 (that was top rated, acclaimed, etc. etc.). 
Now imagine installing a more effective crossover which better cuts off the 
I 
low frequencies going to the tweeter to eliminate any mis location of the piston. 
(only ½" diameter!'' an inverted _dome )__that those low. freq4-encies ~ause. ' 
Presto! No more'crackling"-just smooth-beautiful dispersed highs. ·Now 
imagine an/enclosure larger th.an the old 1001 s to allow a lowering of system 
resonance for deeper bass, more a 1~ Advent (but not quite, for efficiency / 
reasons). The Genesis I brings together the best of both worlds and ·offers 
the efficiency of the famous EPI lPO (or present model 90) but with deepe,l" 
_ bass. Compared to an Advent large the Genesis I needs. only 40¾ as much 
_ wattage to play as loudly and less than 20¾ as much wattage as the Small 
· Ad~ent. And super dispersion makes it sound fabulou~ in smail rooms. 
So,. Genesis I is a major step in brin2ing down the cost of hi-fi, ,.md it's 
corr.pelitively priced at just $94 RSC. You may, ctu·ring our intr_oductory 
·0 m~r; subst.itute the G,;m~~i~· l ·ii:i,_to our $369_ ~r.·$499.sy~t~.ms· afno extra 
cost! 
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Dennis N'Hayes, a musical experience com-
p~ised of two versatile jazz musicia~s, will appear 
in concert Saturday, September 13, ID Walter Ford 
Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets ($1) will be available at the 
door. 
Warren Dennis Kahn, a music graduate of 
Ithaca College, class of '72, left Ithaca two _Years 
ago to begin a musical. career as a singer, 
song-writer, performer, basing ~self in San 
Francisco during the winter and m the New 
York-Long Island vicinity during the summer 
season. A guitar-music education major at_ ~he 
School of Music, Kahn also studied composition 
with Prof. Karel Husa and in his senior year won 
Phi Mu Alpha's composition competition. ,Whil~ in 
Ithaca he performed with local groups mcludmg 
Anacrusis, Bux, Razamataz, The Big Daddy Band 
and the Ithaca College Jazz Works.hop. 
r· 
Kevin Hayes, a 1972 music graduate of C.W. 
Post College, is a Long Island-based musician, who 
has performed with many groups including Rain 
Forest, Merlin and Fresh Air. 
The two combined their musical talents with 
the formation of Dennis N' Hayes last March while 
in California. 
The original material which they will perform 
Saturday incorporates many popular styles: Rock, 
Folk, Latin, Jazz. The instrumentation of the 
grouP. consists of electric keyboard, drums, congas, 
P.ercussion, acoustic guitars and vocals. 
• Dennis N' Hayes have,performed successfully 
throughout the San Francisco Bay area as well as in 
. New York and Long Island. This Saturday will be 
their last East Coast concert appearance prior to 
their return to the West Coast where concert tour 
and record release are imminent. Dennis N' Hayes 
is a musical experience not to be missed! 
MOVIES IN ITHACA 
Ithaca - Jaws (PG): Som~ sharks just can't satisfy ~heir appetites, as 
Roy Sche~der, Robert.Shaw and Richard Dreyfuss discover. 7:00, 9:15 
p.m. . -
Cinema_ The Exorcist (R): Suffice it ~o say that the dev~ made Linda 
Blair do it (as well as the soon-to-be-filmed sequep. 7:~0, 9:15 p.m. , 
State - Young Frankenstein (PG): The tried-and-true monster story IS· 
given a humorous facelift by_a "doctor" named Mel Brooks. 7:15, 9:15 
The Ithacan, September 11, 1975, Page~ 
· By Jay Bobbin 
A young Jewish guy from a Canadian ghetto 
who is constantly on the make ... that's the perfect 
description of Duddy Kravitz. Duddy wants 
everything, including success and women; while his 
attempts at getting those things are usually 
despicable, ·they are also a bit humorQus. The 
Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz, one of the major 
Canadian films of the last few years, is a 
powerhouse of a movie. Thefactor that carries this 
movie to its triumph is the bravura performance of 
Richard Dreyfuss in the title role. (Dreyfuss is now 
known to virtually everyone as the · young 
ichthyologist of "Jaws".) He injects so much 
vitality and energy into his part that he is very 
hard to resist sympathizing with - or against. 
Other outstanding performances come from Jack 
Warden as Duddy's gruff father, Denholm Elliot as 
an alcoholic film producer (and the Bar Mitzvah film 
that he and Duddy make has to be seen to be 
believed), and Randy Quaid as a naive epileptic 
who goes to work for the conniving Kravitz - with 
tragic results. Director Ted Kotcheff keeps his film 
moving at a sensible rate, placing his subject in 
seamier areas at first, and then moving Duddy to 
the beautiful countryside as his "stature" suppo-
sedly increases. The Apprenticeship of Duddy 
Kravitz is a first-rate motion picture which 
certainly merits seeing, even if you don't buy the 
way in which the main character gets what he 
wants. 
Here is a warning to all prospective muggers, 
robbers, rapists and other assorted criminals: 
Charles Bronson is coming to town! Death Wish 
has had audiences cheering and critics arguing in 
semi-disbelief over the actions of a modern 
vigilante who sets out after every crook on the 
streets, following a violent attack on his wife and 
daughter. When it comes down t.o the bare facts, 
architect Paul Kersey (Bronson) isn't really any 
different from Batman or Superman; it must be 
conceded that he's somewhat more lethal, but he's 
a hero of fantasy in essence. 
If this movie had been made a decade ago and 
the rape-murder scene wasn't so graphic, it would 
basically be another James Bond-like adventure. 
In the second hour of Death Wish, Bronson's 
character looks as if he's shooting the bad guys just 
for the pure sport of it; the connection between his 
actions and his original motive is buried somewhere 
[continued,on page 12] 
p.m. . . -
Temple - ~ve and Death (PG): The zp.ny touch of Woody Allen turns 
the legend of Czarist Russia into borscht. 7:30, 9:30 p.m. 
SHARE THE RIDE 
WITH· US THIS 
Sunday 
' 
.. WEEKEND 
AND GET-ON 
TO A GOOD THINGa 
,,' . ' 
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students 
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you 
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time. 
You·11 save money, too. over the increased air 
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays. 
Anytime. Go Greyhound. 
-
GREYHOUN·o SERVICE. 
_TO 
N.Y.C. 
i 
. ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN YOU 
WAY TRIP LEAVE ARRIVE 
17.45 · 33.20 5 times _daily 5 hour trip 
I • l'11ILA DELPHIA 16.30 31.00 4 times daily 6 ·hour ~rip 
. . -BUFF A,LO 6;05 11 .50 5 times daily 4 hour trip 
ROCHESTER . ~.80 7_.25. 6 times daily 2 hour trip 
I - GREYHOUND ·BUS TERMINAL 
710 W. STATE--
- / 
272-7930 
Go GREYHOUND 
... and•• •·drtv• ~- us 
Bus 
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Effective Septembel? ilr; i197 
~LL fCar1h ~ Unle11 
Rlsloy & Balch Dor= 
Bakor Flag Polo 
ITHACA COLLEGE Egbert Union 
Court & Ceyuga Sta. 
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Eplscopat> 
Court &.Aurora Sts. 
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Rmmn Csttlotlc > 
~ 
Scnxa & Genova Sts • 
Court & Ceyuga StSI. 
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North Caf• Union 
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g.23 101a 
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9:40 10:40 
9:50 10:50 
9:55 10:55 
9s58 I01SB 
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10:02 11:02 12:32 
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By Cindy Schwartz 
'J'he extensive use of two 
week mini sessions at Ithaca 
College during the summer -
month is a controversial point for 
many of the students and faculty 
involved in the program. 
The mini session concept 
provides a wide variety of 
graduate and undergraduate -
murses that cover a normal 
semester's workload in an inten-
sive two week program by 
holding class. for several hours 
pl'r day, six days ea<'h week. 
This progressive form of 
summer srhool has been in US€ 
for th rep years at Ithaca College, 
and i~· one of a variety of summer 
school programs, in addition to 
the regular four and six week 
sessions, and non-credit contin-
uing edueation programs. 
Introduced By Shisler 
The idea for such a program 
was introduced by Acting Dir-
Pct.or of Graduate Studies and 
Continuing Education, John · 
Shisln, four years ago as an 
al!.<>rnativl' suggestion to the 
modes of normal summer school 
planning. f'rpscintly there are 
only a f1•w schools in the East 
<'mploying similar two week 
rnodul(•s or 1·ourses. 
ShislPr sees an advantage to 
laking a <·ourse in two weeks in 
l hat "th<' interest allows for 
1·omplPL<' immersion in a subject 
as a st.ud<•nt <"an devote full time 
lo th<· murst>; they a.rP not taking 
a variPty of subjpcts at once." 
ShislPr enumerated many 
othPr advantages to the mini 
<·1,1irs<· <·onePpL "A student can 
still :suppl<'m!'nt their income in 
th<· summer by o.~-t~ining em-
ployment for the rest of · the 
summer, so it is financially 
heneficial", he said, "It also 
allows much free time after the 
completion of the session for 
vacationing or to pursue other 
interests." 
It is possible to complete a 
full fifteen credit semester by 
taking five two-week courses 
.over· the summer. This fact is 
appealing to many of the under-
graduate· students who want to 
get ahead in their studies, and it 
i:,, also desirable to the 40 per 
!'~·nt of the total summer schoor-
cnrollment which generally con-
sists of full time teachers return-
ing to school · to complete the 
needed 30 hours of graduate 
work to obtain permanent certi-
fication. 
Shisler sees the influence of 
the summer mini session as 
highly favorable for both student 
and professor. From a survey he 
eompiled following the 1973 
summer school session, the re-
sponse from hoth stiudents and 
faculty showed that the reaction 
to the mini-session concept and 
also to the quality of the courses 
I DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED -EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY 111 BILLIONS $$ ANNUAL MARKET s,,i, 'k:, 
$1,000.00 INVENTORY RETURNS $2,700.00 ~-
EXCELLENT PART OR FULL-TIME INCOME ~ 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY · ' 
Man or woman to distribute pre-sold advertrsed World 
Famous ALKA-SEL TZER, BAYER ASPIRIN, DRISTAN, 
ANACIN, TUMS, etc. Restock Company secured accounts 
weekly. 
NO INITIAL SELLING! INCOME STARTS IMMEDIATELY! 
COMPANY FURNISHED ACCOUNTS! 
MINIMUM (ASH INVESTMENT. $2395.0D-$4640.00 
Applicant should have car, m1n11num of 6 spare hrs. weekly, 
relrable and ehgoble to assume business responsobolilies woth-
,n 30 days. If you meet these reQuorcmcnts, l)ave .the 
ntcessary cash investment, and sincerely want to own your 
own bus.1ness, then wnte today .1nd include phone nu1nber to:· 
1.W1 
. / ·~.' TRANS WORLI? INDUSTRIES, lt>IC. 
· ~ MARKETING DIRECTOR DEPT. 101 
7'.'2 Hanley Industrial Court Brentwood, Mi,.~ouri 63144 
I 
- , .... ·-
was overwhelmin'gly· positive. amount 'or -information over the · ·student in --niy colll'Se .who 
He said, "For the professor, it summer as duririg the-semester~ received a :NFT because h~ just. 
creates more responsibility on The student can get a taste for..,- wasn't ready to buckle down. to 
their part to be greater involved topics, but certainly · not the · work", Richards mentioned. 
with theit subject on a day to day depth." - Cindy Small, . a PsyclJology 
requirement rather than teach- · ·· Benjamin Ricliards, Asso- . student who t90k. Carol Kates' 
ing each course for on~ _hour per ciate· Professor - of Philosophy .. Theories of Love philosophy mini 
day, three days per week. who taught a niini course in course said, "I think-I learned 
"Although the-· faculty was - Critical Tliinking also feels that it less than I could have learned 
forced to re-modify their meth- is impossibie to cover,.~ all the during a _se~ester. · There was 
ods in certain subject areas, they ground in just two weeks due to too . mucli material to possibly 
can explore ·new methods and time limitations. "I had to trim cover in two weeks. There were 
techniques that they wouldn't my,>bjectives accordingly, but I no discus~ion sessions, which -I 
ordinarily have the time · to covered all that I had·expected - think are necessary for a philo-
. pursue during a semester." -to," he said: "I tried to make' up - sophy course. The teacher 
Donald Woodman a~d for the deficiencies of time by expected too . much for · a two. 
James Treble, Associate Profes- using handouts and practice ···week course." 
sors of Communications have tests. A disadvantage of the tw~ . The whole realm of effect-
co-taught Broadcast Operations week session is that there are iveness of the- mini-courses is 
and Television Production and indiyiduals who can't adapt to therefore a very per~onal issue. 
Direction for the· past several -such an intensive. concentration · For., the .. st1;1dents and faculty 
summers in a mini-con'cept for- that brings much· pressure." involved, the use of such small 
mat. Woodman showed opti- Th~t last point that Rich·ards mo<!_ules of: time for intensive 
mism about the success of his brought up is often avoided· in periods of study have both .their 
!!OUrses, saying, "I personally.. discussions, since the emphasis is advant~ges and ,disadvantages 
think that it is more effective in a usually placed on the success of depending on the .nature of the 
shorter period of time because of the students. "I did ha.ve a situation itself. 
the concentration- there is more 
retention of material by stu-' · 
dents. · The content, procedure, 
and class time of 37 and a half 
-hours spent is ide·ntical to that of 
a regular semester. I feel that 
the students find it exciting, yet 
hard work." 
Tube Comments 
. Michele Porcaro, a televi-
sion radio major who took both 
course this past summer COJ!l· 
mented, "I learned more this 
summer because it was an --
intensive study program that. 
forced me to concentrate more on 
what I was doing. A student has 
a heavy work load and · was 
forced to keep. up with the 
assignments. I really liked it - it 
ended too quickly." 
Not all departments in the 
school .offer summer school ses-
sio~s in the- two week foriri~t. as 
certain faculty members feel that 
it is not possible to teach i full 
semester course in such a short 
period of time. - Frank Falcone, 
Assistant Professor of History 
prl}sently acting as Executive 
Assistant to the President noted, . 
- "The mini-course format doesn't 
lend itself to the History courses 
due to the heavy amount of 
reading. The summer program 
· gives classes an informal atmos-
phere, smaller size, and allows 
for individualized instruction. 
But I· do ·not think it is humanly 
, ... l:Jnionization 
· [continued from page four] 
_ 'That could give the Registrar a lot of 
headaches', I reasoned. 
'Not only the Registrar but also Safety.' 
'Safety, what does Safety have to do-with 
this?' · 
'Our third demand is that an amendment to the · 
Judicial 'Code be adopted making it illegal to lay 
wet, cold, snow-covered boots across chair seats. 
Last year; for example, 98% of all Friend~ Hall 
chairs suffered from a bad cold at least once. And . 
you know what happ'ens if we don't show up to class 
one _day.~ . 
'You get- turned into toothpicks for Sagas 
sandwiches' I guessed. _ 
'We are accused of going AWOL, he explained, 
'and then one of our brothers is brutally dragged 
from another room, across the hall floor, leaving 
him scraped and bruised for weeks.' 
'I didn't realize it was that bad' I commented. 
· 'Of course you didn't, -that is why we are 
• • • 9 • ' • • ( ' I • ~ '• .. , ~ '; ' { f ' • 
.umomzmgJ . ___ . 
'That was thre_e de~ands, ·you said you had. 
fom.' .. . 
· Big Mahogany gru.ined,·this obvioµsly was his 
favorite, his coup-d'etat~ _'We are·. d_!!manding a 
school dress code be enaete'd by Student Congress 
requiring all co-eds to wear short skirts to class at 
least once a-week.' ·· , 
, "I too was grinning at that ihouglit but was still 
confused, 'What kind of an interest would th~ 
chairs have in whether or not girls wear ·a-short 
skirt to class?' 
'After. all, said '.Big Mahogany; 'we may be 
chairs,· but we're still human;' 
It goes to your~~ teach the Same ~
_ A 56-ye~-olil Pole. died :in England from 
choking on· a · garlic clove .. he 0 laft .. in his· mouth 
overnight to ward away Dracula-like creatures . 
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'WEEKLY MENU 
9/11·9/17/75 · 
Thursday, 9/11 
Lunch 
Appetizers 
- Salads 
Sloppy Joes 
Turkey Chow Mein 
Tuna Salad Plate 
/ 
Ham and Swiss on Rye 
Desserts 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
New England Boiled Dinner 
Veal Parmesan 
) Beef Stew · 
Desserts 
Friday, 9/12 
Lunch 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Grilled Ham and Cheese 
Sandwich with Chili 
Melon Fruit Plate 
Egg Burgers 
"Make Your Own Sandwich 
Bar" 
Desserts 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Sunday, 9/14 
Brunch · 
- Scrambled Eggs 
Pancakes 
Fried Eggs 
·sausage Links 
Bagels 
Lox, Cream Cheese 
Fruit Bowl 
Cheese Tray 
'Salad Tray 
Cold Cut Tray 
Spanish Macaroni 
Dinner · 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Baked Ham 
Meat Loaf 
Western Omelet 
De~;"serts 
Monday, 9/15 ~ 
Lunch 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Hamburger Hero 
Tuna Noodle Casserole 
Grilled Peanut Butter 
Sandwiches 
Chefs Salad Plate 
"Make Your Own Sandwic} 
Bar" 
Desserts 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Wednesday, 9/17/75 
Lunch 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Hamburgers with French 
Fries 
Macaroni and Cheese 
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UNUSUAL GmFTS 
the iron shos, 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA :!72· 5101 
Hillel Announces~ 
C WHB¥6®A1bsii#f#}#·M !·½-, 5·M4i"'',f,,;. I 
Yom Kippu.r Services 
will be held at Cornell 
Sunday, September 141th. 
Open Face Meatball Sub 
Fried Perch 
Knockwurst with Sauer -
kraut 
Salads 
Roast Turkey ', Orthodox at y OUJlJmg Israel JHiounse Lasagna 6:30pm 
French Waffles with Straw 
Desserts berry Syrup _ Salad Bar 
Desserts Saturday, 9/12 
Lunch 
Appetizers 
Tuesday, 9/16 
Lunch 
Appetizers Salads 
Pizza 
Ravioli 
Salads 
Meat Loaf 
Beef Pot Pie Scrambled Eggs • 
Melon Fruit Plate Tuna Salad Sandwich 
Hot Dogs, Sauerkraut, Reuben Sandwich 
Desserts Baked Beans 
Binner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
_ Desserts 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Charcoal Broiled Steak 
London Broil Salads 
· Chopped Steak 
Seafood Basket 
Desserts 
Oven· Broiled Fish$ 
Chinese Pepper Steak 
elmer-
WICB-TU 
.. . 
Channel 6, the intra-campus, student-run 
campus channel, will resume weekd<!.y broadcast-
ing on Monday, Sept. 13. Programs will run 
Monday through Thursday, with the exception of 
special times for certain features. This year, 
Channel 6 is showing "Flash Gordon", the 1930's 
series, on Monday and. Wednesdays at 9:00 p.m. 
During the first week only, a concert film entitled • 
"Ladies and Gentle~en, the &oiling Stones", will 
be shown daily at 9:30 p.m., 
Broadcast Schedule for Sunday, September 12: 
7:00 News Scene - an up-to-date report of national 
and local news compiled by the WICB news team. 
7:30' Victory at Sea - a ·history of the Navy's 
involvement in World War Il with musical score by 
Rodgers and Hammerstein. (B & W) 
8:00 Freeze Frame - to start the season, host Skip 
Landen talk9 with -guests Dr. Pete Klinge and 
"Hojo", ).viewing clips from their film, "Officer 
Friendly". 
8:30 Nasa - Doorway to Tomorrow 
9·:00 Happening World - guests Mike Lester and 
Dave Capus perform and join hostess Sue Kane. 
9:30 Better Never - Claude and Lury try to find 
sanity in a mad world.- A social worker tries.to put 
Claude in a foster home and a banker tells him he 
can't go to college. .First of .5 parts. 
10:00 News Scene - a wrap-up of l~al and national 
news. , 
10:15 WICB·TV Preview 
i hear that gene london is making 
a gue~ appear~ce at super 
duper somewhere. between the 
areas ancJ graola. He'S SPEAK-
I plan to volunteer at 
Willard State Hospital on Tues· 
days. H you are free on 
Tuesdays and would like to do 
the same call me · Jodie Miller at 
x751. 
· ING ABOUf A NEW GEOLO· 
GICAL FIND: the center of the 
universe is in ~uth jersey! 
mo Dear Gomez, 
Happy Birthday- to one of the 
WANTED-· · ·greatest guys aroU:Dd. · . 
Drama Critic ... includes review• Love, the two in 313 Clarke 
ing all major productions _an~. · -
: interviewing the res~ve . Di· . FOR S""ALE: Beautiful, tl~an, 
.. rector. All interested in position coinmerc~ d~uble beds. Quality 
call li'red x460.. frames. night stands. :mid small 
tables. :··-._state· street bargain 
' house,.516 West S~ St. . 
.. ~ ... . 
Conservative at Statller AuditoriU11m 6:45pm 
Reform at Annabell Taylor Hain· 7:30pm 
C . fii*ct hng: . .gq,: j ! ""d iiS ,~: I it T,frJ:idffj t&re:c ,i :•t:: • * I 
Monday, September 15th 
' .. 
Orthodox - Young Israel 8:30pm 
Conservative- Statler 10am - 1:30pm · 
Break 
41pm - 7:30pm 
concluding service begins at 5:30 
Refo,rm - Annimall»~Il layllor 
Bus Schedule: 
Buses a·re provided and will leave 
from the fron:t of Egbert Un·ion 
Sonday, September 14th 
llOam 
Departs 5:45pm and 6:30pm Returns 9:15pm 
Monday, September 15th 
Departs 9:30am Returns 7:30pm 
, There will be a lh_ireak fast in t.Ilue 
Terrace Dining Hall at-8:00pm 
··Monday, September 15th. FREEY 
1~.\' 
,\ 
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[cmitinued from page_ 8] 
in the bloodied bodies of his victims. The film has 
some fairly obvious flaws: Bronson's unrelentingly 
cold stare conveys as much emotion as a brick; 
much of the dialogue just doesn't ring true (does 
each and every 'mugger REALLY hand his· 
intended victims the snme line?); and finally, how 
-could our "hero" ever get through airport security · 
with a pistol in his suitcase? Death Wish · is not 
really a movie designed for serious criticism .. .it's;.. 
merely a take-it-or-leave-it piece of entertainment. 
As far as the actors are·concerned, Hope Lange 
comes off_ best - she only has five minutes in the 
picture. 
THIS WEEKEND'S GUIDE: 
The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz, Thursday at 
9:30 p.m., Frid:.y at 7 and 9:30; 50 cents. • 
Death Wish, Saturday and Sunday at 7 ruid 9:30 
p.m.; 75 cents. 
NEXT WEEK'S COMING ATTRACTIONS: 
[c_ontinuedfr<nn page 8] 
and Miss Keaton disc.uss 'philosophy' (i.e. esoteri~ 
to the point of total nonsense) .. It gets its laughs; 
alright, he's making fun ofihe pseudo-intellectuals· 
but it fails miserably .in light of Bananas, in which 
he succeeds in getting across the same point by 
understatement, short and sweet. The point is 
made without malting it obvious that it's being 
made - the audience is too busy l~ughing. Allen is 
the master of understating things that are crazy 
and absurd, 'things that are intrinsically-un-under-
stateable, and presenting them as everyday life. It 
is that paradox which made his movies Woody 
Allen movies. Why he went to such extremes of 
overstatement and other extravagant over-indul-
gences, one can't tell. 
This writer isn't saying that Woody Allen 
should stop writing; he is a unique individual, a~d 
must have many new things in - comedy, or 
elsewhere, to offer. However, as evidenced by 
Love and Death, there's no use beating a dead cat; 
one should know when to stop. 
' ~ -. ,' • J ••• ' ' • ' 
••t·h D ·1 •• -••• _ _ -e- ev1 ••• - _ 
. . . . 
,[continued from. page 81. .. ~ .. ; 
. ' 
the 1930's. In fact, some of the sets, and props ~- -,·. -. 
Young Frankenstein are the originals use4 in those , 
ej\rlier-·films. ___ · - _ . 
The performers make the most of the material. 
Gene Wilder (who wrote the script with Brooks) is 
fine as the grandson of the infam~us Doctor 
Frankenstein, and Peter Boyle al&<> scores· well as 
the monster. When these two team up to put on a 
'stage show by singing_"Puttin' qn the Ritz," it is 
one of the movie's high points. Cloris Leachman is 
hammy as the sinister Frau Blucher, whose name 
causes horses to rear up in frignt. _ However, the 
person who steals the film is the bug-eyed Marty 
Feldman, who plays the doctor's assistant, Igor~ 
(He likes it pronounced "Eye-gore.") It's fun just to 
watch Feldman, especially when the hump on his 
back changes from side to side. _ 
Thurs. and Fri.: Rod Steiger and Susannah York in 
Kurt Vonnegut Jr.'s Happy Birthday, Wanda June. 
Sat. and Sun.: The big con movie: Paul Newman 
and Robert Redford in The Sting. 
Despite the fantastic teamwork between the 
actors, something just doesn't click. There are 
riotous scenes here and there, such as an encounter 
between the naive monster and a blind hermit 
(portra1,ed bt,a heavily-disguised Gene Hackman). 
Possibly, in recreating the ominous atmosphere so 
accurately, some of the funnier possibilities for 
sight gags were overlooked; unfort~nately, that's 
the way it seems. One usually goes to a Mel ~rooks 
Classified ads are free for, the Ithaca Cof!,ege film expecting funny things; Young Frankenstein 
community and must be submitred in writing to our may have you laughing for what you'll expect to 
office by 4 pm Tuesday. C'lassifi_eds are $2.00 per see. The sad thing is that you probably won't see 
DDD.aa.uaaaaaaaaauaaaaaaanannou,· thirty words per insertionforcili others. what you expect. ;;aDIIDIDIDD.IIDIIIIIIDIUDDIIDBDDI _ a _ 
- -: House for rent. 14 miles from To the Sweet and Innocent 
-
-
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~YOU'V,E MISSED ~Too-o 
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-
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: Ithaca. Usable barn •.. 2 and a 
: half acres of land, A half mile off 
: route 96. Old farmhouse in good 
: condition. 2 bathrooms, 3 
: bedrooms, oil fired furnace with 
: steam radiators. Rent for year, 
: $175 monthly, _but that is flex-
: ible. Call (607) 532-4871, After 
: Saturday. call 1201] 583-4573. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
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Foreman, 
My pussy's up in a tree, will you 
please come and rescue it. 
Love, Creamcheese 
P.S. Settle Down 
Tim, 
Happy B~day. May your 18th 
be the best yet. 
you know who. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
HERE'S THE 
FRENCH 
CONNECTIO~ --
-
-
-
-
-
TONSOFJEANS!· -
A gang of super·style 
-
-
-
-
-
- -: -~ Mixed Dr-inks § 
- -
- -: § Beer On:Tap ~i 
a • : : 
-
-
-
- -
- ---=------------- -
- -
-~ 319CollegeAveo- ~ 
- --. : -i CoU~getown r 
.;. ..... , ••.•••••••••...•••.........................................• , 
for both sexes. The 
newest bells, flares 
and straight l.egs .. 
Knockout style.s 
Arranged _, 
neatly by siz t 
for easy, 
no-hassle 
shopping. 
To L (21, 
-- The marriage papers are ready, 
please pick them up, from P.O. 
Box #136, Ithaca. 
Love, us · 
Need a paper typed for class? 
Call Gail at x614 or 273-9595 •. 75 
cents per page. Will supply 
paper. 
SAB Speakers Committee .. 
\ 
PRES~NTS 
HOW TO SAY-NO TOA RAPIST 
&--
SURVIVE 
-Union.Cafe' ' ' ' .... /- ··-At 9:00.:-PM ·FREE 
.. ' ,: -
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~::.:. ":'.:: ~ .. rt-:r-, ....... your bl'8elnge ALL PV<?t. un71cs ~AJO S l . , · 
Applications are DOW available in e':ery night that you are rooming D a u m e e O g n n _ i the IJealtli Center to be filled out with me. not everyone can be so ; ~ 
~:te~e=~te:O ti!: :!it~ i:c:: givemylovetofronkand __ Wednesday, Sept. 18; 7 pm DeMotte Rm 
Sept. 19. On Monday, Sept. 22, mo h f f d 
there~ be a meeting for an One great Male Body for sale, concerning t e utu re O stu ent 
thoi,e mterested at 8 pm in the great sense of humor and w · 
Student Health Counseling Room personality included. Contact , f • • f h 1 ·f. • d · f f 
located in the basement 01 Computer Ed in Clarke Ball ror epresen at1on In e O I ICS e ar men ~ 
Eastman (dorm 10). exciting details, · 
For over 130 years we've been using 
th~ word ''qucllity'' in OUll" advertisingo 
Once again, we'd like to tell yoM what 
we mean by ito 
' 
--") 
/ 
·-.. - . . .... 
.... ~· ti ~ ~~r brewery in: 1_844. ~ -.. . · ·· --'""'···- "· · 
Blue Ribbon quality _means the· best tasting beer you can 
get. A quality achieved only by using the finest ingredients 
and by adhering to the most rigid of brewing standards. 
. ~ . ' f 
In Milwaukee, the beer capitaLof the world, Pabst Blue 
- Ribbon continues to be the ov~rwhelming best seller 
year after year. Blue Ribbon 0utsells its nearest 
competitor nearly five to one. ;_That's why we feel 
we've earned the right to challenge ·any beer. 
/ 
/ 
So here's the Pahst challenge: Taste and compare 
_the flavor of Blue Ribbon with/ the-beer you're 
' 
. drinking and learn what Pabst quality in beer 
-
is all about.· But don't take-our wo"rd for it. 
-
Taste our word for it. 
\ 
Pabsto Since li844o 
The quality has always 
. come ~hro~ho 
I 
. ' 
'. ·.,,,!l·.· HPI :m1r, f.lJ"/Pr.:if ·;1li,f.'!r.l ! ::r. f•! ,,.-1,, 1111r,11r, ii 1 • rll ::r,;,y 11 J i rf, r,ur,111 •• r.111 1•11w. 1 1,11 
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Commentary: Makes Big-Racque,t, 
- Women in Sports 
To many women, sports consists of pulling out 
their ice skates twice a winter and hitting the 
tennis courts once a week in the summer. To 
others, sports means commitment. In. August, 
Mademoiselle Magazine examines the growth of 
women's involvement in collegiate sports. 
One reason for the new interest is the more 
pleasing or acceptable picture of the sportswoman. 
The media esposure of outstanding young women 
like Chris Evert, Laura Baugh and Billie Jean 
King, has made definite dents in the stereotyped 
image of a "woman jock." 
Women now have more opportunities to enter 
the arena thanks to legal changes. Tith~ IX of ~he 
1972 U.S. Education Amendments prohibits sex 
discrimination· in any education program- that 
receives Federal money--which includes most 
srhools. The Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare currently directs federally funded institu-
tions to conduct women's intercollegiate athletic 
programs equal to their men's programs. 
Attitudes are changing, laws are chanlrinl!': 
what of the women themselves? "Just what takes 
woman to this point," asked Mademoiselle editor 
f;ally Koslow, "where it's not how you play the 
game that counts, but whether you win or lose as 
well'!" . 
A major factor is thll.t it is now acceptable for 
women to be strong, to take care of the bodv keep 
it fit .. Feminine no longer means flabby an<i frail. 
And wtiile a woman's body can not physiologically 
rival a man's in strength, it can be firmed, trained 
and made into a finely-tuned instrument. 
by Corey Taylor 
While most- of the Ithaca 
College community focused their 
attention on the football team 
last fall, the womens tennis team 
accomplished some special feats 
of their own. 
For the second straight 
year, the team captured post 
season honors. In 1973 they won 
the New York State Ch;unpion-
ships and last season came out a 
strong second, losing to their 
cross-town rivals Cornell. · 
Much of the teams success 
has been attributed to Coach 
Carnell who is in her ninth year 
as the Womens tennis coach; 
previously she coached Field 
Hockey, Basketball, Bowling and 
Skiing. 
Ms. Carnell serves as the 
Assistant Chairwoman of the 
Intercollegiate Athletics depart-
ment here at I.C. 
' 
Women's tennis coach Carnell. .. su?inging into 
fall tennis. 
Freshmen-Footballo.o-
Looking Go·od. 
by_Mike_Madean. -
The freshman football team 
has concluded its first-week of 
practice and although it is still : 
very early in the season to make 
Coach Faulkner feels thri 
team is a definite improv·ement 
in the areas of team· depth and -.: 
player size over t;tie preceding 
two years. 
As any successful coach 
might say; you can't win without 
the personnel and Ms. Carnell 
certainly has a good nucl~us t9is 
season. · · . 
The club is led by Sally and 
Susan Williams: number one 
doubles. Other returning veter-
ans include; Nancy Sears, Kathy 
Warner and Wendy::Marks. 
With_· Jess than. a. week 
}'.emaining before the Fall Tennis 
season opens, Coach. Carnell is 
·quickly preparing the squad for 
its opening day match at St. 
Lawrence on September 16: Due 
to, the resurfacing of the I.C. 
courts, the team has not had 
much of a chance to practice. 
Past results lead the fans to 
believe that the Bombers tenhis 
team can make the New York 
State Champi~nships again. 
Most. often women involved in sports are those 
who arc simply highly-motivated. They wish to 
excel in something they do well and have a love of 
competition. This love carries them through the 
odd and_often inconv.enient hours nf daily .practice 
sandwiched between the men's practices. And no 
matter how good the school's programs, being an 
athlete is not easy. "It's still hard to be one, 
because there are other demands and no 
big-boosting payoffs;,· says Timi Handelman, 
coxswain of Yale's women's crew team. You have 
to be devoted to a sport to be willing to drag 
yourselfonth~subway.eveeyday _to.practice on the 
Harlem River, which is the routine for the Barnard 
College Crew team. And tolake t.he looks of those 
who think you're crazy to be getting up at 5 a.m. to 
practice. 
definite predictions there is · The depth of this year's 
potential for a good season., · . team is an asset but injuries still Fre,Amtiii. ·["9tball ..-coa.cfa ':Falkner ... • ..:;, 4 _ ... ,- • - ,,..4 O O O - -
Camaraderie ean be another appeal. It makes 
I.he winning helter, the losing and training less 
painful. Sisterhood is alive and well in the girl's 
locker room. Rut as with any athletes, the biggest 
pull is not the collective team spirit, 6ut the 
personal goal, the testing of one's self. 
Hard work, and probably little glory await the 
woman alhlele in college. What counts is love of an 
individual sport. Barbara Doran, who won a field 
hockey scholarship to Penn State sums it up for all 
women athletes when she says, "In sports, the first 
thrill is when you do well yourself; the second when 
; :l tPain fu!ld1on;; logdher; the third, when you 
win." 
must be avoided in order for any 
team to reach .its full potential. 
, Practice opened last Monday. _ Coach Faulkiier is pl~: · 
with a turnout of 62 men and that this year's schedule doesn't 
although there· are no cuts in have any gaps in it meaning; all 
freshman football Coach Faulk- the games are weekly whereas. 
ner stated that t.he team usually·. last year's schedule bad the team 
1himbers bet~een 40 and 45 men sometimes going two weeks 
by mid _season_ •. · between ~es. 
pZetu_e~ about this year', ~ 
. _ , After only one week of 
practice, an overall prediction is 
an impossibility but Coach -
.: Fa~lkner did_point .otit 'that ,t,his· 
year's offense should be vastly 
improved due to· Quarterbacks 
Tho19 and Morsey.· 
Mademoiselle Magazine 
Fall Baseball ... 
~rto.~-· 
31fe,_~-~ ~~g~ 
The· Pros To Be 
Hy John R. Murphy 
· The lthal'a College fall base-
ball Sl'ht.>dt1h• opens today and 
continut•s tomorrow as ·the 
Rombt•rs host Cortland State and 
Lehig-h on Freeman Field. at 3 
p.m. 
How,•ver, this years' fall 
. hasehall · campaign will n_ot b£: 
considned as exhibitio~f games 
.is tht•y have been in the·-past. 
This could havr been the reason 
they weren't invited · .. to. last 
spring's · NCAA post: season 
The outfield will have Ed 
Onisk, Pete Crandall and Tom 
Welrh wh led the · club in 
Homeruns. · RBI's, and hit over 
.400 last season_ 
. · The infield appears solid 
with Kevin Van Remmen at third I 
and Panl 'Mezza at the other 
corner- with Mike Whittemore,· 
Qhip ·cicchetti and Ed Carney 
adding poise and talent up the 
middle. 
Playoffs. ·-- · ·-. · ·' I b ·h, · 
· · .. ,_ -- ··' :_The catching wi 1 e in t e_:, 
' . . . . ·. :sure· hands ··of-,. Fred.: Kowalik ~ 
While begmnmg thell' ·re~u- · \vliile a 'nnicli" improved pitching··.: . 
~r _sle~scon ! n~eood~es~lrl hearbetr' :siaJf ~}il~ b~ ·:he~dC!i' by ·s.~nior.: 
·- ,,oac1 ,arp .. WI ~~e !', Clark'.·.smau-·. and .. sophomore:·. 
· be able to overcome the loss,of ·:Ra-,d-,Pi_. · · .. - ·-,-···: .· ·.-·· 
, ---·.:: n y erce. · · · 
:> so~~ -~rfo~e~ ~~o-.. wi!I ~-.: -~ ·_ Qoach.W()9d·and·the:Bonio-: ~ 
.. play1ng football ~nd soccer, a~-~--ers are'-i1U1iicipating .afuither .· 
·. the 1unfortuna~ .Josses of Jim • ; • " . ··. • • ··-wooo···b·~---· ·:: 
- · · · ·, • . -· · . J· banner sellS'On as- . nn ... 
.. . _.Oobert.y, -1.o..-r ,C,onte ~n~ · un •·· t 'fh·---- .. ·· .. :i69-victoryi;:::'; '· ~ 
· .. ~dmond throµgh. graduation. m O is season ·, .. · ..: · 
.•.··:· 
, .... ,; 
I 
,, 
-~ 
VARSITY SOCCE·R: 
HOME GAMES 
Septem-~· 
27 Sa. Syracuse 11 : 00 H 
2\ .Mon .. Sc~anton · 3:00 H 
o~o•r · · . 
e / 
7 :rues. A St. Bonaventu're 3:00H 
11 Sat. RPI 2:00 H 
I 
23 Thurs. Rochester 3:00 H · 
-25· Sat. Western Maryland 2:00H 
29.~Weds. RIT 3:00H 
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· FOA'·::,,·HeJp;ng 
the Handicapped 
by Rick _Graddee . 
The Ithaca College Fellow-
ship of Athletes (FOA) will begin 
its 7th year this October 'helping 
',handic;apped children in the Ith-
aca area. The F.O.A. is a 
volunteer swimming and recrea-
tion program open to all inter-
ested IC students. An organiza-
tional meeting will be held 
Thursday September 18 at 8 
p.m. in room P-5 of the Hill 
Center. If there ,are any 
questions, please contact Rick 
Gaddes x542 or a73-9670. 
On a personal one-to-one 
b~is, the volunteers provide the 
I kids with basic swimming in-
struction and fun in the water. 
Recreational opportunities -
play an important role in the life 
of a handicapped person; more so 
than in the life of a normal person 
who often takes .things for 
granted. An aquatic program 
like the F.O.A. ean provide this 
opportunity. 
VARSITY .FOOTBALL 
Modeled after the Fellow-
ship of Christian Athletes pro-
gram, the Ithaca College F.O.A. 
is not affiliated with any national 
organization and is open to all 
interested J.C. students who 
want to give· handicapped ·child-
ren a well-deserved opportunity 
to have some fun. 
The participants meet every 
Saturday from 12 noon to 1 p.m. 
starting October 18 at the Hill 
Center pool. The program 
originated with about eight -
children and has grown over the 
years to include over 30 mentally 
retarded and physically handi-
capped boys and girls. 
A handicapped person is less 
handicapped in the water ... ~ be-
cause his disability is less appar-
ent. Consequently, the person is 
able to experience success much 
more readily in the water than on 
land. Because swimming is fun 
and relaxes people both physical-
ly and, mentally, social barriers 
and complexes often disappear. 
All this, along with a thera-
putic value, contributes to im-
provement of the handicapped 
person's morale which in turn 
may help him in many other 
ways. The F.O.A. is primarily a 
swimming program, but also in 
eludes activities such as parties, 
basketball games, other LC. 
functions, and picnics. 
HO·MEGAMES 
.:..-,, 
. ' 
-. 
,1 ... ' ' ,, 
,-, ' 
' 
::~{i~~i~rilbe~ .. 
13 ~at. St. Lawr~nce: 12:30;1H · 
. 27 Sat. · Cortland 12:30-.H 
October 
,·. ' 
] 8 Sat. Wilkes 1. :30 H 
Nove·mber 
1.Sat. Hobart· (Parent's Weekend) 
8 Sat.· RIT 12:30 K 
look What Happen~ 
Once, They Leave 
by John R, Murphy 
Graduate Jim D_oherty, from · 
Vestal. New York, has just 
completed his first minor League 
season at Kingsport, Tennessee 
where-he led his teafu in both 
hits and battin~ average. 
Doherty who closed out .both 
· his collegiate . Basketbaµ . and. 
Baseball careers. at· Ithaca Col-
lege, has been promoted to the· 
Savannah Bi::aves which is affil-
. iated with the Atlanta Braves of · 
Jim paced the club in batting 
the last two seasons with aver-
ages of .373 and .441 to close out 
liis brilliant career with a lifetime 
batting average of .332. _ 
. In basketball Jim also -
.proved himself as a steady 
performer as he scored over 300 
points and handed out nearly 200 
assists in his var~ity seasons. 
. ·~ 
, I 
... the National.League. : · . , 
. ' ' . ~ 
;._. last spnng Doherj;y-,managed. to . ._\ · 
. , 
· Texas lnst,uments 
electronic calculators 
STANDARDS. Of EXCELLENCE AT 
SR-51A 
• Al I critical components designed and manufactured by Texas 
Instruments with quality controlled to exacting Texas 
Instruments standards every step of the way. 
• Fast-charge batteries can be fully restored in only four hours. 
• Calculators can be operated while charging. 
• Every calculator is tested by a computer which checks all 
functions and key operations, 
• Every calculator is subjected to jarring impact tests to 
- assure that normal oumps and vibrations do not cause errors. 
• High-strength, injection-molded plastic cases are designed 
12nd tested to withstand rugged use. 
• Gold-plated switch contacts and stainless steel key activators 
provide long life, positive action. . 
• All important structural assemblies are held by machine 
screws-not glue or plastic "welding" - for sturdy construction. 
• Double injection molding provides durable key symbols-
even under heavy use. 
• Positive-action tactile feedback keyboard assures entry 
registration. 
• Vinyl barrier under keyboard protects compooents against 
moisture and dust. 
• All components attached firmly to single epoxy circuit 
board, providing solidity, strength, 
SR-16 
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Those ,oeva&:ioll(i}fts un n Y IJ,iyS.:} For 
Christopher Colter 
You drag yourself out of bed sometime around 
mid-morning to smell the cool, crisp fragrance of 
the approaching autumn days. Perchan~e the ~un · 
is shining, giving trees splotches of rainbow-like · 
colors: Picking up your walking stick and grabbing 
a ft>w choice apples from SAGA or your· handy 
'fridge', you decide a day away fro~ your 
now-familiar-walls will do wonders to hft your 
spirits and restore your faith in the existence of 
secluded woodlands, tumbling streams, immense 
water-carvings, and quiet times to meditate or 
share thoughts with friends in the home of fish, 
fowl, animals, and people alike. 
-- '. 
fording the· river; a, man-~~de stone 'staircase 
ascends to the top of tl!e towering cliffs; a cause _for 
much panting but well worth the effort as·the view 
allows you.to capture the amazing work that the 
steadily flowing river has. created.· Lucifer · Falls 
standing some 115 feet high is· clearly visible from 
this cliff trail. Or, passing.by this view and the 
climb, the downstream trail eventually· runs into 
the iower park. When pre-arranged, friends can be . 
waiting with a keg of' beer· for the thirsty and 
burgers !or the hungry. · . 
As you-may have already discovered, there are 
many places to spend a few hours; some as close as 
the LC. water tower, and others only a half h.9ur 
away. Taughannock Falls State Park, eight miles 
north of Ithaca off of Taughannock Blvd., offers a 
spectacular view of the tallest ~traight falls eas~ of 
the Rockies Mountains. From the lower parkmg 
area, if the sun is right, the walls of the gorge 
appear greenish in color which brings out the 
reptile like texture of the carved lime-stone. A 
walkway descends into the small-1!ilnyon below the 
falls to a more immediate observation point. 
Autumn falls are usually not as impressive as the 
snow-melted-spring falls but this season may prove 
different due to the unusual amount of summer 
rains in the country's second most rainy area. 
~<. ~,t 
'' ·i· 
~t .. ·:, 
The parks are best visited during weekdays as 
the sunny weekends are often accompanied in the 
late summer months by an influx. of families and 
weekend travelers. Also, fees are ~onally 
collected for parking. The official. hours for the. -
three gorge trails are, as posted, between 8:00 am 
and 10:001>m, and all close for the winter months 
after October 15th; if anyone is caught by P!lfk 
Rangers og. the gorge walkways later in the fall: 
they will be subject to arrest and fined. Tre,;nan 
Park camping ~unds is the exception where 
cam_pers are invited to enjoy the late .. Fall season 
until December 2nd. a.,-~,: 
,/ 
laughannock Falls 
Taughannock Falls is said to have been named 
after a Taughannock Indian chief of the 
Oelaware tribes who had to return certain lands to 
.-.his Cayugan . ...eountei:par.ts.. While-leading his 
warriors into battle in the uppe_r gorge over 
rightful claim to the lands, his body was thrown 
over _the falls in defeat: Another theory has it that 
lh(• name was a distortion ·or the Indian -word 
"Taghkanic," which translates as "THE GREAT 
VALL IN THE WOODS." Whichever legend suits 
your fancies, Taughannock Falls is an ideal location 
to spend a sunny afternoon. -
A mile walk..up the road from the overlook 
brings you to a man-made bridge spanning the 
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nai:row watPrcourse with many small falls- and 
rapids. not suited for even the most experienced 
!'amw handlt>rs h<'Cause of insufficient depth. 
J•'al'i1ig downstream on ~he left of the bridge, a 
w(•ll-1 rodd(•n p,tth leads to an old · now unused -
railroad b(•d which ('rosses the gorge.. Continue 
along LhP path until reaching th'e far embankment, 
" h(•r«• an adjoining trail leads downstream about 
two hundred feet above the twisting river bed cut 
... ~-rlt•t•p in huge shale slabs. Peninsulas of ·rock and 
tr1•e!> juL into the gorge offering views of the river's 
agt'll•ss s,·ulpturing .. Furth'er. along. pine forests 
('nt·lost• th(• trail allowing o·nly _occasional ~plotches 
of sunlig-ht to rt•st on the ·comfortable pine needle 
c11shions on th('. forest' floor. Deep down the steep 
c!iff rui-1s tht• dvPr leading ~.the falls, towering 
som(•-215 fePt above the lower'observation point. 
St·rarnhling down tht>se emb~nkments is.a slipp~ry 
·01 ... ··ra~ion h1,t well worth the vie~ and.the.char)~. 
to wade'in the tingling water. Ckeasionafly·you can _. 
caH•h glimpsl•.. of bare-tai_Jed SWi'1)me~· ever-
. wal <'hf?I. for t>_ark police. _who. wo!1'~ :th~k ;tw~ce of . 
ext ,indmg the ·not-so-ple~ant-pravdedge-'of- ~xpei:- · . · 
i<'n-·ing t.he. T_r~mansburg ~ourt systems-t~lprice. · ·_· .. 
. ta~ aboJJt. $2$'.00.- Other c~mmon pleasuz:e~. y1~~d · _ .:.:_ . . 
·.:·-.illegal' in New York:State, are li~ewise looked · 
.·. down··upon. · . · -·. · .. _: .• ,.,..,., ,·,r.;;.~,~·.>-\·•·;;·~ 
• , ... ':)1o,• ,::,.. • • -
,,·--:. 
Buttermilk-Falls 
Closer · to campus · is Buttermilk Falls State 
Park, offering a few miles of hiking alongside the 
tumbling river stretching between the Danby Road 
and Rt. 13. The river descends a hefty 500 feet 
over a stretch of a mile. Glimmering pools found 
under short, stepping-stone falls are easily reached 
from the path, but bathing often leads to shivering 
as the high cliffs and abundance of leafy trees hide 
the majority of the sun's warming rays. A couple 
spots" of smooth slippery rocks provide exhilarating 
water slides into pools some twenty feet below; 
while-the hike down the falls is quiet and good for 
spending leisurely hours watching the ever-runp.ing 
stream as it · bubbles over boulders, through 
narrows, gl@ing effortlessly 1nto constant swisliing 
of leaves above and to the gurgling passage of 
water destined for Lake Cayuga. There...are-ten . --
waterfalls, one of which is exceptionally beautiful 
because it is overlooked by a massive spar of stone 
known as "Pinnacle Rock." 
Treman Park 
Robert. H. Treman Park, situjlted near 
Turback's on Rt. 13 (south), is another place to 
spend an afternoon. More of a family area, the 
lower camping portion has wide expanses·of open 
fields suitable for softball· games, touch football, 
and frisbee floating. The upper section ~s known 
for its impressive· gorge contaihiiig ·u1r·to --iwelve 
waterfalls, where the river has chewed away at the 
hillside creating a deep;-twisting, narrow·~lley. 
Facing downstream across a small footbndge, a. 
steep, narrow, stone-stepped path h;i.s been ~ut 
into the cliffs. While the Spring boasts foaming 
rapids with waterfalls and ledges, the water-flow 
diminishes somewhat during the autumn months. 
Regardless of season though, the Tn:man gorge 
features water's artistic talents - wearing away at 
rock and earth to form sculptures t~e human hand 
could never accomplish. This area was one~ used 
by motion picture companies to shoot the early 
"western" and "Alaskan" productions, 
Other Attractions 
.for warm days, lying in pools just behind the 
short water-shoots from ledges above, gives the 
eerie images _of rock formations _-seen_ through. 
sheets. of warer; the huµiid, misty spray .of clear 
wat~r. filling your- se~ses. Off;_to. the _right, after 
To avoid crowds, there are a few other places 
which might be attractive, including the wooded 
rolling hills behind the I.C. campus. Climging the 
watertower, although the I.C. Security Dvision 
policy frowns' upon· this- act,· offers a panoramic 
view of the Cayuga valley and is perhaps the choice 
spot to catch that rare green flash on_ those 
exceptionally clear- days just as the sun tips--her 
rays in a toast to the approaching evening. Streaks 
of red,purple, . and orange complement the 
glimmering specks of high-flying jets leaving 
whispy t:.@s to mark their passl!,ge. From this 
perch, the upper half of Lake Cayuga is visible as it 
continues northward. On warm nights, laughter 
and crackling fires are spaced -generously .. through-
out the woods as friends. enjoy the delights of 
toasted marshmallows, wine, and the dancing 
flames of a campfire. Plenty of dry, deadwood and 
rocks for fire materials ar'e close at hand for the 
cautious woodsman who understands the danger of 
r ore st fires. and who picks his campsite wisely -
away from . over-hanging branches and dense· 
underbrush. It must be remembered, however, 
that state and local ordinances forbid the build~g 
. of open fires except in designated area: these wods 
are not'so included and firebuilders would be wise 
to check on the stiff penalties that come along with 
the arrest for such action before· brandishing_ their 
matches. With care, the _w~s behind the campus 
is a haven for those interested in unbroken trails 
with some deer,.-rabbits, birds, and other smal! 
wildlife. -- . . .. 
· If meeting people in outdoor situations is your 
preference, the East Hill Reser.voir off Y'{ ater St. is 
probably the most popular "swi~ming hole" in t~e 
Ithaca area •. · -Hang:ing loose is th~ ~ame of the ga~e · 
here which bothers neither swimmers, sunbathers, 
· nor local residents as it· is fairly secluded. ' The . 
Ithaca..police ·do not condone this J)X'actic~ _and on· 
occasion they visit the small, 'lake . armed' ·with 
eamera and summonse·s· in··att~µipt ·to· keep· the 
waters "iinpollu~ed.". Cliffs-·flankJhe dam offering 
excellent launching -pe~bes foi: those swimtjlers 
\yho pre~~~ to -1'.erilain airbor1i' -for ·a _few m~_~nt_s, 
·. before--Jeelinglbe s90thing-freshness of the, water. : · 
. · Do~,-kids,: studenui, alld ,oca,Jth~cans jisit:i~. · 
<·. , . : ~a even though at times it' :res~mb1es·_'J~ile~ 
·- ·. Beach~ - · · · · · · · · ... ; . · · :_:.: -
· So put·on.your_hiking boo~ and grab:a small· 
. d~yp~_ck -~~--·'1~- thos~ s~al1_·~~!J':S_!iion_~-JJ:µlt -~.-. .- .. 
. · ~nh_~il!-:8:Y,~~··,~-~~n· o_r eye~~~~A":.~ ~~nd : .. 
· ._-.: .·· or twoand-.se«rwnat the.Ithaca.area has--~_offer ..... · .. 
\ ··. _:. There ·are:-.~tiiitfess'.·other: :place~··to·':Ko.::besides. -· -; ... 
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